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—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
VOL. VI. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 6, 1836. NO. 12.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
From tho Sunday School Journal.
the converted infidel.
As an instance of the power and freeness of Divine grace 
a clergyman recently recited the following lines, written 
by W. H. once an infidel associate of Carlisle, and a mem­
ber of the infamous Corresponding Society. They stand 
inscribed in his Bible, at the date of the last anniversary 
of his birth day.
The proudest heart that ever beat,
Hath been subdued in me;
The wildest will that ever rose,
To scorn thy cause and aid thy foes,
Is quell’d, my God! by Thee.
Thy will! and not my will be done!
My heart be ever thine:
Confessing thee, the mighty ‘word,’
Aly Saviour, Christ,—my God, my Lord!
Thy cross shall be my sign.
SELF-EXAMINATION;
OR 365 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY
IN THE YEAR.
JANUARY.
8. Do I study to be quiet, and miud my own business? 
(1 Thess. iv. 11.)
9. Have 1 resisted the temptation to which circum­
stances, acting upon my natural inclination, have exposed 
me?
10. Am 1 sensible of my need, as a sinner, of a salvation 
entirely free and full ?
11. Although I may object to'a written form of self-dedi­
cation, am I aware that I dedicate myself to God afresh 
every time I partake of the Lord’s supper, presenting my 
soul and body a reasonable, holy, and lively sacrifice?
12. Have 1 carefully, and with gratitude, marked the 
providences of this week ?
13. Do I habitually and fervently pray for ministers, and 
for mine in particular,that they all may be faithful ministers 
of the New Testament, that every where the word of God 
may have free course and be glorified? (2 Thess. iii. 1.)
14. Are my religious affections the product of a warm, 
and excited imagination; or the true work of the Spirit, 
wIkw fruits are love, joy, peace, &C.? (Gal. V. 22.)
THE OBSEBVER.
Fr.-m the Missionary.
WHAT A CHRISTIAN WOMAN DID.
We have often before spoken of the utility 
oftlie distribution of tracts and well chosen 
books among that numerous class of our people 
—who have little time to spare for any purpose 
from their daily labor, and less inclination to 
devote that time to the welfare of their souls. 
The incident we are about to give, comes to us 
from good authority, and we give it as another 
evidence of the efficiency of tract distribution, 
promising that the peculiar feature here spoken 
of, is worthy of note—viz;—that tracts, to be 
read must be loyned and not given.
A few years since, a lady of the Episcopal 
Church spentthesummer in alittlesea-porttown, 
where, though tar from our populous and weal­
thy cities the means of grace were still offered 
and where a little band of Christians statedly 
commemorated the dying love of their Lord.— 
Among the ways to do good, adopted by these 
friends of the Redeemer, was the establishment 
of a Tract Society—the peculiar feature in 
which was, that its books were regularly loaned 
not given to the people of the coast, and as 
regularly called for. This lady, to whom we 
shall give the name of Charlotte F * * * em­
ployed the leisure hours of her summer in the 
distribution of these books and tracts.
The reception given to the little publications 
was generally encouraging. By some, indeed, 
they were received with the indifference so na­
tural to the unrenewed mind; but by others 
with interest and pleasure; and by a few with 
gratitude. Among this latter number was a 
female, whose appearance, on their first inter­
view, greatly interested Mrs. F. Her habita­
tion indicated poverty; but it was clean and neat 
whilst her manner and conversation rendered it 
manifest that she had seen better days. This 
interest was much increased by the following 
occurence. She had received, one week, the 
tract, ‘Tothe Afflicted ;’ and, on Mrs. F’s 
calling to exchange it, requested that she might 
be allowed to retain it a few days longer, to 
finish copying it. ‘ Have you been much pleas­
ed with it that you make this request? Mrs. F. 
inquired. ‘ I have indeed,’she replied; ‘it has 
taught me what I never knew before—why I 
have been afflicted: and this hymn at the close, 
speaks the feelings of my heart better than I 
can myself express them.’ Mrs. F. promised to 
give her a similar one; and, on taking it, asked 
her whether the indisposition under which she 
evidently laboured, constituted the afflictive 
dispensation for which she had been previously 
unable to account. She shook her head, and 
replied, ‘Oh no; this is the least of my trou­
bles; though this in my present circumstances 
presses heavily upon me.’ She then told her 
the particulars of her early days—the death of 
her father, the adverse circumstances in which
her husband was placed, his conviction of the 
crime ofsmuggling, and her own personal afflic­
tion. The poor woman wept bitterly after men­
tioning her husband’s imprisonment; and was 
for some time unable to proceed. ‘Is he still 
in prison?’ Mrs. F. asked. ‘ Yes; only six 
months of his time has elapsed.’ ‘You hear 
from him?” ‘Yes, frequently. He is a kind 
husband, and I know he feels more for me than 
lor himself. ‘1 was thrown, with my poor lit­
tle ones, on the parish. My husband, was al­
ways entreating me to keep up my spirits, and 
to look forward to the time when we should 
meet again.
“ Poor fellow! I would not tell him for some 
tirfie, that the disease which had jU8t made its 
appearance when he left home, had been since 
rapidly gaining ground; but when the doctors 
assured me that it was a confirmed cancer, and 
that nothing could be done for me without a 
painful operation, I wrote to him to ask him his 
advice. I shall never forget his reply,’ she said 
while the tears streamed down her cheeks: ‘he 
knew not how to express the anguish he felt at
this new affliction, and at the impossibility of 
his coming to me. He desired me to be guided 
entirely by the opinion of the medical gentle­
men: and, it they thought an operation the 
only means of saving my life, to submit to it for 
his sake, and for the sake of mv children.’
“ This afflicted woman afterward went to the 
infirmary ; but the medical gentleman consid­
ered an operation would be useless, and she re­
turned to her home. Mrs. I*, had many inter­
views with her. After a considerable conflict 
the poor woman was led to feel herself a sinner, 
and her need of a Saviour, and to look to Jesus 
Christ, who invites the weary and heavy laden 
to come to him for rest. She was enabled to 
resign herself to the Divine will and say, ‘ Not 
my will, but Thine, O Lord, be done!’
It was, doubtless, under God's superintending 
providence that Mrs. F. without any knowledge 
of the circumstances of the individual visited, 
left the tract before alluded to at her house.— 
She read it with attention; it peculiarly suited 
her case; and, though the influence of the ILoly 
Spirit accompanying its persual, she was Jed to 
trace all her sufferings to sin as their cause, and 
brought to implore mercy through a crucified 
Redeemer. Nor were these transient impres­
sions: her convictions of sin, and of the atoning 
blood of Christ, became deeper, and deeper ; 
and the language of praise for the mercy which 
had revealed such a Saviour to her, was contin­
ually on her lips.
The desire of this poor woman’s heart was 
granted her; for, through the interposition of 
some kind friends, the imprisonment of her hus­
band terminated about a .fortnight before her 
death ; and he was permitted to watch over 
her last moments, to receive her dying charge, 
and to witness the wondrous change which the 
grace of God had effected in his once thought­
less wife. This unexpected event she viewed 
as a new and especial mercy. She died in peace 
and her
1 ‘ Last faltering accents whispered praise.’
From the Christian Intelligencer.
THE SAILOR AND IIIS L1TTE BOOK.
While I was a missionary in Asia, I wrote a 
number of Advices to the children of the Sabbath 
school,Old Aberdeen, Scotland, of which I had 
been a teacher, before I went as missionary.— 
The Sabbath School Union thought it their du­
ty to print these Advices in the form of a reward 
book, for the benefit of the youth of the schools 
at large.
The day after I returned from Asia, and had 
reached again the parental dwelling, I was in­
vited to attend the funeral of a pious old lady 
with whom I was well acquainted before I went 
abroad. While the company was assembling in 
the house of the dead, a young and ruddy sail­
or came in and sat down by my. side. He ap­
peared absorbed in thought, and altogether dif­
ferent from most sailors I had seen. From his 
jacket pocket I observed a small book ready to 
drop out. I told him of it. He thanked me— 
took it out and said, ‘ Sir, that book has been 
the means of saving my precious soul ; and that, 
sainted aunt, pointing to the corpse ‘was she 
that gave it me.’ The tear trickled down his 
face. ‘O sir, if you do not know nor love the 
Lord Jesus Christ, do let me lend it to you. It 
has been a blessing to my soul and I hope to 
many others to whom I have, read it and lent it; 
do, sir, accept of a reading of it, it may do you 
good for ever. 1 took the book into my hand, 
and found it was my own Advices to the chil­
dren of the Old Aberdeen Sabbath school. I re­
turned it, saying I had already seen it.
As soon as we had moved off to the grave, I 
went up to the sailor,and taking him by the arm, 
said, ‘Friend, excuse my freedom, I hope I too 
love Jesus Christ, and should be much pleased 
to hear a little of your history before, and since 
you have experienced the change of which you 
have spoken to me.’ ‘ Sir,’ said he, ‘1 am son
of Mr. James M----- e, brother of the departed
saint we are now following to the grave. I had 
a most pious education.and example set before 
me, sir,—was the child of many prayers by more 
pious relations than father or mother, and per­
haps by none of them more than she we are car­
rying to the tomb. I hated religion, sir,—I be­
came the prodigal of my father’s family—and 
when vety young, I ran off to sea—was gone 
on a voyage twelve months to the East Indies, 
during which no one at home knew where I was 
or whether I was dead or alive. On the ship’s 
return I was entreated by all to abandon the 
sea, and remain at home—but no, I went again, 
not because I overmuch liked a sea-faring life, 
but I had pleasure in its wickedness. Thus I 
came and went for some years, during which I 
was growing more wicked, careless, and har­
dened. Two years ago I returned from a voy­
age, and my poor departed aunt desired to see 
me. For this purpose, she often came to fa­
ther’s and I as often shunned her as one would 
do an enemy. Finding she could not get at 
me, she left with mother a pressing invitation 
for me to come and take tea with her and spend 
an afternoon at her house before I left for my 
next voyage, which was to be a long one. I 
respected her, but I despised and feared her in­
vitation, well knowing for what intent she de­
sired to see me. I resolved with myself not to 
go, but somehow mother prevailed upon me and 
I went. She was kind, yea fond, and made a 
thousand pretty things of me for coining to see 
her—but she was serious and solemn, and ear­
nest in her addresses to me, and which were 
many and pointed. I longed for the hours to 
flee away. This/z'rf/e book she urged upon my 
attention, often (in the course of the afternoon) 
putting it into my hands, saying, it would do 
me good if I would read it. ‘Ahi James,’ said 
she, ‘it is written by one as young as yourself, 
dear boy! how often he visited me before he 
went away. O, James, I wish you could see 
him—I wish you were like him.’ I still took 
the book out of her hand, as often as she hand­
ed it to me, but as surely laid it down again in 
some new place where I thought she would not 
see it, hoping by this to get away without it.—
But she had kept a shaip look out, and just as 
I was stepping out of the door, she again put it 
into my hand, charging ine most solemnly to 
take it to sea and read it. I felt angry at her, 
but had no help but to take it. Accordingly I 
pocketed it, and as soon as I reached the ship, 
threw it into my chest, and thought no more 
either of it or of her. I was bound for India, 
and after being long at sea, it being Sabbath; 
and the weather fine; and nothing to do, time 
appeared tedious, and with a view to find some­
thing to divert my mind, I went below and be­
gan to search my chest in hopes to find some­
thing that would do it. This little book, sir, 
came into my hands; and as I had not read it, 
and knew nothing it contained, and remember­
ing all that aun.t said about the writer, my cu­
riosity felt excited, and I.sat me down upon 
the lid of my chest to read it. But Oh! sir, I 
had not read long in it when it would be impos­
sible for me to describe what and how I felt! 
It was Advice to Sabbath School Children. I 
remembered I toohad been the privileged scho­
lar of a Sabbath school; and it, and my former 
pious teachers, my pious parents, and my god­
ly relations, all appeared to stand up around 
me, and I felt as if 1 saw them and heard them, 
accusing me,condemning me,and weeping over 
me. Their many advices, admonitions and 
prayers—all the pains that God and man had 
taken to make me good, and all my sinfulness 
and wickedness, crowded upon my remembrance 
and conscience at once. Ifelt I was lost—lost, 
I thought beyond recovery; I had no hope—I 
wept—I was afraid I would be heard, or I would 
have cried aloud. I thought my heart strings 
must break by the inexpressible anguish I felt 
and dared not give utterance unto. I tried to 
pray, yet feared to do it. Something told me it 
was too late—God would not hear me now—I 
had sinned away the day of grace, and His mer­
cy from my soul. O, sir; what an hour this 
was! The hand of a holy and sin avenging 
God 1 felt upon me, and his terrors affrighted 
me—‘ the wormwood and the gall’ (of that sea­
son) ‘my soul hath them still in remembrance, 
and is troubled in me.’ I bad none to help me 
—and V knew all on board would mock me.—I 
feared them—I feared God most—but l expect­
ed no pity nor compassion from either—I knew 
not what to do. There I sat (the book by my 
side) wringing my hands and crying, in fear of 
my shipmates coming down and finding me thus, 
but most fearing the wrath of an offended God. 
After a while, I took the book again, and pro­
ceeded to read onward. A ray of hope crossed 
my mind, but so weak,—yet I encouraged it,and 
it gave me some hope to pray, after which I 
wiped my eyes as well as I could, and went on 
deck—but I could not laugh, could not join in 
their profane song—could not swear as when I 
went below. They observed some change, and 
they began their sinful taunts and reproaches 
of me. ‘Jem sure has got among the breakers' 
-—‘he finds himself cast-eway upon ades/jlate isl­
and’—‘ he is wrecked on a lee shore and per­
ishing’—‘he has either been weeping for his lass 
or praying for his soul,” &c. &c. &c. I was as 
one dumb before them—attended to my duty, 
and made no reply at all. Every day when I 
could find an opportunity, I did read the little 
book and weep and pray, stowed away out of 
sight in my hammock; and it was not long be­
fore I was enabled (I hope) to believe in Jesus 
Christ to the saving of my soul. Sir, you know 
but no words of mine can describe the peace, 
the joy, the blessedness I then felt. Well does 
the Apostle say, “it is a joy unspeakable and 
a hope full of glory.” I now had no more fear 
of mao about me: I cared not what they did 
to me. I could suffer any thing for my Savior’s 
sake and to save the precious souls of my fel- 
low-sinners. I now opened my mouth for God, 
or rather, the Lord opened it for himself. I no 
longer stowed away to read ar.d pray in my 
hammock, but openly, and in their bearing; be­
low deck did I read and pray aloud, both for 
myself and all that sailed with me. O! sir had 
you but seen and listened to these scenes at 
the first what would you have thought? Some 
laughed—some sung—some swore—but one 
and another drew near and heard with atten­
tion and it was not long till they began to ask 
me to pray with them’and for them, and I have 
reason to believe, sir, that the little book was 
blessed to their conversion. Wherever I have 
been in port, in the evenings I have gone from 
ship to ship and read it, where they would hear 
it. Thus many hundreds of sailors, in all the 
ports of the world I have since been in, have 
heard it, and by God helping me, many more 
shall. I believe it has awakened many to a 
sense of their sin and danger, and lias brought 
others to a comfortable hope of their salvation, 
and sinful I among the rest. I owe all that I 
feel and hope for, to this little book, as the means 
in the hand of God's Holy Spirit.'
We had by this time got into the church 
yard, and he being a near relative of the dead, 
left me to perform the last duty of respect, by 
assisting to lower the corpse into the grave. I 
saw, as he bended over the grave, the big tears 
dropping from his eyes upon the lid of the de­
scending coffin. I never saw him again—I told 
him not, that I was the writer of his little book.
J. Gray.
From the N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.
DR. SLEIGH AND THE INFIDELS.
On Thursday evening last Mr. Offen open­
ed the debate by a reply to Dr. S., and insults 
upon Christianity. He is however a weak and 
clumsy old man, whose forte is solely in the 
bold and reckless profanity, the vulgar and 
shocking obscenity, with which he reviles the 
Bible, and defies the God of the Bible. His 
revolting language of blasphemy, we cannot 
consent to repeat in our columns, nor is it call­
ed for, since it is but the repetition of the slang 
which he is constantly uttering at Tammany 
Hall on each returning Sabbath.
Dr. S. alluded to the political aspect which 
his opponents had attempted to give to the pre­
sent discussion, by alluding to Jefferson, Frank-.s 
lin, and Washington, claiming them all as inf- '
dels, and affirming that there was no other rea­
son for considering Washington a Christian, but 
that he once attended a.church! They had al­
so utterly repudiated the idea that our country 
was at all indebted to Christianity for our liber­
ties. On these points the doctor gave them a 
triumphant overthrow, for while he admitted 
that Jefferson might have been an infidel, yet 
lie denied that he was one of their stamp, for in 
his notes on Virginia, lie said “ When I remem­
ber that God is just, I tremble for my country!” 
and again speaking of the future dangers of an 
insurrection, he said “ The Almighty has no at­
tributes which could take sides with us in such 
a controversy.” Here lie alledged that Jeffer­
son was not an atheist, or, it’ he was, he was a 
hypocrite, and this lie could not believe, even 
though his opponents might thus denounce him. 
In relation to Dr. Franklin, he then produced 
the speech of that great man in the Federal 
Convention, in which he declares his firm be­
lief in the “ Sacred Scriptures,” and that “ God 
governs in the affairs of men,” and attributes 
the confusion and contention in that crisis to the 
fact that they had not looked to the “Fa­
ther of Lights” for wisdom and direction: and 
predicts in the midst of the assembled cham­
pions of our country's glory, that in the poli­
tical edifice which they were attempting to erect, 
they “would proceed no better than the build­
ers of Babel, unless God should condescend to 
enlighten them from on high. And at the con­
clusion of this speech, Dr. Franklin moved that 
prayers be offered every morning, and to invite 
the clergymen of this city to perform this ser­
vice. Again Dr. S. allowed his opponents to 
make the charge,if they pleased that he was ahy- 
pocrite,but declared he would not believe them.
But when the character of Washington came 
under notice, Dr. S. poured forth a volley of 
evidence and a torrent of eloquence, and defi­
ed the ingenuity or malice of men or devils, to 
maintain the position that he was either an infi­
del ora hypocrite. And he distinctly proved that 
from first to last, in the councils, as well as vic­
tories of the nation, General Washington uni­
formly attributed his success and the triumph 
of his arms to the overruling providence of God, 
and denied the tribute of patriotism to those 
who would subvert religion and morality, which 
he regarded as one and indivisible, the pillars of 
our country's freedom and glory. The rebuke 
he gave to the slanderers of our country’s he­
roes and statesmen, will not soon be forgotten 
by any who listened to it.
In the argumentative part of his discourse, 
in which Dr. S. met the allegations slanderous­
ly made against the God of the Bible, of sanc­
tioning incest, polygamy, theft, lying, murders, 
he exhibited a thorough acquaintance with the 
Scriptures, and a happy method of illustration 
from philosophy and jurisprudence, which sur­
passes any former effort made in this debate.— 
Indeed all who heard the conclusion of this pow­
erful address must have been gratified at the 
ability and zeal enlisted in the controversy.— 
His appeals to the hearts of his hearqrs,we can­
not but hope will be productive of good es­
pecially to the rising generation since they 
were made with a fervency and obvious sinceri­
ty, which commend them to every man’s con­
science.
We know nothing of Dr. S., but what we 
have learned in the present debate, except by 
the testimony of those who heard him in a like 
discussion in Philadelphia. It is but fair, how­
ever, that we should repeat that he is not a cler­
gyman nor ever has been, as may be seen un­
der his own signature in one of the papers 
which had so represented him. It is unjust 
therefore for the newspapers to persist in giving 
him the title of Rev. which he disclaims, and 
the sneers at the clergy are therefore wholly 
gratuitous by whomsoever made. Dr. Sleigh is 
a layman, as we are informed, and has seceded 
from the Church of England on account of some 
peculiarities of sentiment, in which he dissents 
from them. But whoever or whatever he may 
be, we speak of him only as a disputant, and we 
are free to say that he has acquitted himself thus 
far in a manner highly honourable to himself and 
the cause he espouses. Indeed, the inferiority 
of his antagonists as debaters, added to the 
wretchedness of their cause, led to an exclama­
tion from one of the audience to which there 
will be many responses—“it is to expend the 
strength of a Sampson in the destruction of two 
flies.”
On Saturday evening the young infidel of 
whom we have spoken already, as a youthful 
pupil in the school of atheism, whose name is 
Purser, was allowed by arrangement with the 
doctor ^oth to open anj close the debate. In 
his opening address he vainly attempted to ex­
culpate himself from the charge of slander, by 
quoting the sermon of the Rev. Mr. Wilson, of 
Albany as authority for declaring Washington 
to be an infidel, but Dr. S. rejoined, that for 
that very sermon Mr. W. was expelled from the 
capitol of this State as chaplain, on the precise 
charge of slandering Washington. Mr. P. ad­
mitted that the General prayed, and so did Tho­
mas Paine! The doctor responded to this, that 
it only proved that Paine was a hypocrite, for, 
that like many other infidels, his heart trembled 
while he denied his God. The rest of Mr. Pur­
ser's speech was chiefly a recapitulation of the 
charges and assumptions he and his companion 
had brought against the Bible, and a repetition 
of his blasphemies, to which we have heretofore 
alluded. During the second hour Dr. S. met 
him at every point, knocked away every prop 
from the tree of infidelity, and applied his axe 
to its root. On the morals of infidelity, he read 
the opinions of the greatest of their champions, 
from Lord Herbert down to Robert Dale Owen 
and demonstrated that Mr O. and Mr. P. were 
sustained in their “ pleasure and pain” theory, 
and in the “ doctrine of utility,” by many kin ­
dred spirits. He proved after the manner of 
Bishop Berkeley, that the same course of rea­
soning upon which his opponents denied the 
“ existence of God and the truth of revelation,’ 
would compel them to deny their own existence 
ei$)er of body or soul.
Mr. Purser, in his concluding address, seem­
ed sensible that his system had not a leg to 
stand on, for while the doctor had been mowing 
down his antagonist, a “catastrophe” occurred 
which seemed highly ominous. The platform 
on which the moderators and speakers were 
seated, suddenly came down with a tremendous 
crash, except the corner on which Dr. Sleigh 
was standing. All the rest, moderators and 
speakers, went down with it until the floor pre­
vented them from “falling any lower.” Mean­
while the doctor retained his position, for the 
part of the platform on which he stood was un­
moved, and as soon as the confusion occasion­
ed by the circumstance was over he went on 
with his speech. He seemed standing on a rock 
typical of the foundation of his system and his 
hopes.
When Mr. P. rose to occupy the concluding 
hour, he attempted to rally the spirits of his 
party by another political harangue, defending 
the French revolution, as a triumph of infideli­
ty over priestcraft, and triumphantly boasting 
of Lafayette as one of its worthies. At the 
name of this distinguished friend of America; as­
sociated with the infidel butcheries of Robespier­
re and Marat, the party raised a deafening shout 
of triumph, which was short lived indeed and 
turned into mourning by Dr. Sleigh’s reminding 
him that Lafayette was expelled from their 
councils and driven from their association be­
cause be refused to sanction or participate in 
their deeds of infamy and blood. Mr. P., there­
fore, gained little indeed by having the advan­
tage of the concluding speech. On Tuesday 
evening, Dr. Sleigh is to open the debate by 
coming at once tothe evidences of Christianity 
and his antagonists are to be assailants. If they 
can be kept to the'question. the discussion will 
now become more interesting and profitable than 
it has been heretofore.
Last evening a very large audience assem­
bled at the hour appointed, and we proceed 
briefly to chronicle the events which followed.
The moderators stated, that though it had 
been announced that Dr. Sleigh would open 
the evening's discussion, by coming directly to 
the “ Evidences of' Christianity,” yet one of 
the infidel disputants, Mr. Offen, declared him- 
selfdissatisfied with Dr. Sleigh's answer to some 
of the positions he had taken, and that he, there­
fore, claimed the right to be heard first in a 
brief statement of the points alluded to. Mr. 
0. then read a paper he had prepared for the 
purpose, in which he repeated the heinous alle­
gations he had brought against the character of 
the God of the Bible, of sanctioning the most 
horrible crimes, numbering them 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
&c. and proclaimed that he was not satisfied 
with the answers given by Dr. S. and therefore 
urged that they should be more fully replied to 
by the Dr. to-night, or intimated that he would 
otherwise maintain that his positions, blasphe­
mous as they are, had not been disproved.
Dr. Sleigh perceiving that the attitude taken 
by Mr. O. was a mere ruse to avoid the main 
subject for discussion, and wisely despairing of 
giving any answer to these allegations against 
God, which Mr. O. would declareto be satisfac­
tory, informed the audience that having employ­
ed five nights already, in sustaining three propo­
sitions with which he had commenced the de­
bate, and thus assailing the pillars of infidelity, 
he should no longer be diverted from his pur­
pose of commencing this evening the eviden­
ces of Christianity, according to his promise.— 
He reminded the audience, however, that his 
opponents in discussing these propositions, had 
employed themselves in political declamations 
and in bringing charges against the character 
of God compelling him to follow them in his 
replies, although neither of his positions had 
any connexion whatever with the topics intro­
duced. On the last evening he had permitted 
his young opponent both to open and close the 
debate, in order that the character of the con­
troversy might be changed, and that the great 
question at issue might be brought before the 
audience, and he therefore had done with those 
minor subjects, and should controvert them no 
farther. If however, they should again be 
brought forward in the progress of the discus­
sion by his opponents, as arguments against 
Christianity, he should give them still further 
notice.
Dr. S. then affirmed that Christianity is true, 
because it has evidence, internal, external, col­
lateral, precursive, subsequent, and innate, 
which when honestly examined will constrain 
the belief of any man who has bis senses, and 
is not perverted in his judgment by false philo­
sophy.
Before examining the evidences, he laid down 
the rules of human testimony adopted by the 
wisest jurists of England, France, and America, 
in the following order. These are the tests by 
which the authority of human testimony is 
weighed, by mer. whose whole lives are employ­
ed in this department of jurisprudence;
1. Substantial truth, with circumstantial va­
riety.
3. Tiie collateral evidence of enemies.
3. When the evidence is contrary to the in­
terest of the witness.
4. When the witness has no blemish in his 
character.
Ihese are the characteristics of human tes­
timony, which afford the highest possible cer­
tainty of truth. And he then proceeded to 
apply these rules to the evidence of the exist­
ence, death, and resurrection of a person called 
Jesus Christ, who is said to have lived about 
1800 years ago.
Commencing with the eight writers of the 
New Testament, and pursuing a chain of col­
lateral testimony from twelve implacable ene­
mies of Christianity, during the first two cen­
turies, and thence forward to the present hour, 
Dr. S. established these great facts of Chris­
tianity, by the evidence of friends and foes, be­
yond all possible controversy, and as it appear­
ed to us he seemed to defy scepticism itself.— 
And after enchanting the audience for an hour 
and a half in breathless silence,save when sponta­
neous bursts of applause thundered through the
hall, he »at down at a quarter before 9 o’clock, 
to give place to one of hi* antagonists who were 
expected to follow.
But this expectation was destine to disappoint­
ment, for Mr. Purser, after beseeching Dr. S. 
to proceed, assuring him with vehement gestic­
ulation, that he was not prepared to reply, and 
that neither he nor his elder associate would at­
tempt an answer, was informed that the Dr. rest­
ed the cause.—“What, said Dr. S. when the 
audience were informed by the moderators that 
the infidels declined to reply to-night, and that 
they must adjourn until Thursday evening, to 
give them time to make preparation, “ What? 
and are these gentlemen, every Sabbath, assail 
ing Christianity and reviling Jesus Christ at 
Tammany Hall, publicly denying the stupen­
dous facts of the existence,death, and resurrec­
tion of Christ, the foundation on which the 
whole system is built, and now do they tell us 
when these familiar truths are affirmed and es­
tablished by argument, that they are not prepar­
ed? These public teachers of the moral phi­
lanthropists, delegates appointed for the pur­
pose of assailing Christianity, and defending 
infidelity, not prepared to urgue against the ex­
istence, death, and resurrection of Christ, which 
they are denying every Sabbath?" The effect 
of this rejoinder was electric, for though Mr. 
P. alledged that he was not defeated, but only 
wanted time,und hoped that the audience would 
not judge him. or his cause unkindly, because 
he was uuwilling to he precipitate; yet loud 
cries of “Go on Mr. Purser," were heard from 
every part of the house, until he utterly refused 
to proceed, when the moderators adjourned the 
debate, more than an hour betorc the usual 
time, to give Mr. Purser time to prepare him­
self, lie being pledged to reply to the Doctor 
at the opening of the debate on Thursday 
night.
If an advocate at the bar, when his antagonist 
had finished an argument, should say to the 
Court—“ May it please your honor 1 am not 
prepared to go on with my reply, and must beg 
the Court to adjourn, that 1 may defend my cli­
ent,” he would not occupy a more ludicrous po­
sition than did Mr. P. Suppose Dr. Sleigh, af­
ter that Mr. P. has spoken on Thursday evening, 
should be under the necessity of asking time to 
prepare his rejoinder, and confess that he had 
nothing to say ?—then, indeed, there would be 
a jubilqe at Tummanv Ilall, and the infidels 
would raise a shout of triumph which would be 
heard throughout the land. As it is, however, 
circumstances alter cases, and the “moral phi­
lanthropists,” with their two delegates, have re­
treated before the first gun which the Dr. hud 
fired into their camp, und they have done so 
for lack of ammunition. They had gone into 
the battle without “ reckoning their host,” or 
counting the cost, and hence they are not pre­
pared for such sharp shooting. But though con­
founded, we fear they will not be convinced, 
but will only renew their vain assaults against 
the majesty oftruth, until they shall prove by 
melancholy experience, that “ upon whomsoever 
this stone shall fall, it shall grind him to pow­
der.”
FAMINE IN THE TIME OF l’HARAOII. 
“And the famine won in all lands; but in nil the laud of
Egypt tlieru was bread.”—Gen. xli. 54.
In the reign of the Emperor Ching Tang, 
there was no rain for seven years together. 
According to the computation, this happened 
in China at the same time that the seven years' 
famine was in Egypt, which the Scriptures 
speak of, Gen. Ixi. 54. And the famine pre­
vailed over all the earth 1131 years after the 
flood, and above a thousand after the founda­
tion of the Chinese monarchy. The divines ad­
vised to mix human blood in the sacrifices which 
w ere offered to heaven and earth. The emper­
or answered, “ 1 ask water from heaven that my 
people may live; if I kill men for sacrifices, it 
is contradicting myself; killing those tor whose 
lives I pray.” The emperor fasted,cut his hair* 
and nails, (tile Chinese put great value upon 
them both;) lie put his chariot into mourning, 
and clothed himself in whitef lambskins,—Fer­
nandez Navarette's Account of China. Church 
ill's Coll. Vo I. I. p. lid.
The following is the account given by other 
authorities collected by the learned writer on 
Indian Antiquities.
“An universal barrenness, arising from con­
tinual drought, having for 3even years together 
desolated China and thinned the inhabitants,the 
venerable monarch Ching Tang was told by 
the priests, who interpreted the will of heaven, 
that its vengeance could only be appeased by 
a human sacrifice, und lie readily became the 
devoted victim of that vengeance. The aged 
king having laid aside his imperial robes, and 
submitted to the preparatory ceremonies, es­
teemed indignities in China, barefooted, cover­
ed over with ashes, and in the posture of a con­
demned criminal, approached the altar of sacri­
fice, where with suppliant hands he entreated 
heaven to launch the thunderbolt of its wrath, 
and accept the life of the monarch as an atone­
ment for the sins of the people.
“The Chinese historians add, that after he 
had finished his prayer, and for some time de­
voutly w aited the awful stroke, which was to 
crush the sovereign and save the people, the 
sky became suddenly black with clouds, and 
the rain descended in torrents; so that the ster­
ile earth shortly resumed its wonted fertility, 
and unbounded plenty reigned over the whole 
empire. In the annals of China, this solemn 
fact is recorded to have happened in the eigh­
teenth century before Christ; and it is very re­
markable, that in the very same century, ac­
cording to Usher and the chronology of our 
Bibles, the seven years’ famine in Egypt hap­
pened.”—Maui ices Indian Antiquities, Vol. V 
p. 425.
* Jer. vii. 29. 
t 2 Chron. v. 12.
'HE- ROMAN CATHOLIC PRIESTIIOt 
IRELAND.
Pri. ” Roman C,
and Anglts in Ireland, has °f|
an Essay on Ecclesiastical F; ent Pulj 
the Roman Catholics in IrelUnjnCeA.?S F 
of this essay is to prove that the/e m 
provision for the support of the Cath r 
gy. To prove this, and to show the inad! 
of the voluntary system, he makes the fbl 
statements respecting the condition am
aeter of his brethren of the priesthood. We I
are not permitted to doubt the accuracy of his 
statements, for he is still a zealous member of 
the Romish Church, and lias endangered all his i 
earthly prospects by so fearless an exposure of 
the truth.
“ It may be right to observe that in the pre­
sent defective state of tilings,the rich Catholics 
contribute iu general but little to the support of 
their clergy. They pay nothing in proportion 
to their rank and means. They are extremely 
deficient in this respect, so that the whole bur­
den of the priesthood as to their support, it 
may be said, is on the shouldeis of the poor, in- 
dustiious, labouring classes.
“The revenue of the parish priest is derived 
from a variety of sources. Confession furnish­
es the most steady and constant source of re­
venue. The priest selects, twice a-year, one 
or two houses in every plough land or neigh­
bourhood, where beholds what are called4 sta­
tions of confession; and it is required that the 
families all about should meet him when he 
comes among them upon these occasions; should 
make their confessions, leceive the holy sacra­
ment, and finally pay the customary dues. If 
increased dues are demanded—a tiling of occa­
sional occurrence—disagreeable and sometimes 
scandalous altercations ensue. Similar scenes 
occur when individuals attend and crave time 
for payment, while such as absent themselves, 
unless they send the dues as an apology, are 
generally made the subject of public abuse and 
exposure. All these tilings take place in con­
nexion with the administration of tivo sacraments 
—penance and the eucharist. The custom trans­
forms religious rites into merchantable commo­
dities, which the priest prices and turns to his 
own advantage, in the best manner he can. This 
is the appearance of the thing; and the common 
people do imagine that they pay their money 
in lieu of getting confession and communion.— 
So deeply indeed, is this persuasion engraven 
on their minds, that they consider themselves 
exempt from the obligation of payment unless 
they actually get absolution and the holy sa­
crament—that is—value for their money.”—pp. 
28, 29.
It appears from this remarkable admission, 
that even in Catholic Ireland the power of the 
Priests is confined to the poor and ignorant.— 
The poor have not the means of information. 
Their ignorance exposes them to the influence 
of superstition. And their hard earnings are 
extorted from them by the fears of the Spiritu 
al vengeance of their mercenary priests. “The 
rich Catholics contribute in general but little to 
their clergy.” “ The whole burden of the 
priesthood rests on the shoulders of the poor.” 
There is a greater similarity, in the condition of 
the Church in Ireland and America than we had 
supposed. Here, as there, the Catholic reli 
gion has control only over ignorant minds, and 
the poor laborer alone goes to the confessional 
to pay his money for the pardon of his sins.
Mr. Croly gives the following description, 
among others, of the measures to which the Irish 
priesthood resort, to get at the contents of the 
poor man’s house.
“ The first tiling done when there is question 
of marrying a couple, is to make a bargain 
about the marriage money. This sometimes 
causes considerable delay. The remuneration 
or stipend prescribed by the diocesan statutes 
is never thought of for a moment. Indeed all 
statutes respecting money matters are a mere 
dead letter. The priest drives as hard a bar­
gain as lie can, and strives to make the most, of 
the occasion. Marriages are sometimes broken 
off in consequence of the supposed exorbitance 
ofthe demands. Some endeavour to evade the 
payment of any contribution: others give but 
little, and the few that please the priest are 
mere exceptions to the general rule. What is 
the consequence? The clergyman, after beg­
ging and entreating for some time to little pur­
pose, gets at length into a rage, utters the most 
bitter invectives against individuals—abuses, 
perhaps the whole company, and is abused him­
self in turn—until at length the whole house 
becomes one frightful scene of confusion and 
uproar ; and this takes place at the administra­
tion of one of the sacraments of the Catholic 
Church.’’—pp. 30, 31.
The rite of extreme unction is regarded by 
every Catholic as one of extreme importance. 
He feels in a dying hour, that if the priest re­
fuse to anoint him with the sacred oil, his soul 
must be lost. The priest stands at his bed-side 
and the dying sufferer raises his eyes to him for 
the performance of the last ceremony of his re­
ligion. Who would think that at such an hour 
any man could have the heart to drive a bar­
gain? But so it is. Hear what the Rev. Mr. 
Croly says;
“ Extreme unction is considered in this coun­
try to be of the last importance; so much so, 
that no misfortune is accounted greater than 
for a poor mortal to depart this life without its 
reception. This right is often administered un­
der most distressing circumstances—amid sick­
ness, lamentation, destitution and want: yet 
money is demanded in most cases, particularly 
in the country; and instances occur of payment 
being demanded before hand, and even of mon­
ey being pocketed by the priest which had been
given as alms for the relief of the dying.”__p. 34.
“The church revenue,” says Mr. Croly, “is 
become a mere scramble—every man is striving 
to seize upon a larger share, and deciding for 
himself in the appropriation. This is a bad 
state of things. It is a shameful state of demor­
alization. Common honesty is out of the ques­
tion. Nothing but lies, schemes, duplicity, 
false returns, so that the simple and honest be­
come the prey of the cunning and the crafty.” 
Such is the character of the Catholic clergy
of Ireland, according to the testimony ofone of 
their own number. We do pray that a clergy of 
such a character, whether Catholic or Protes­
tant, may never exist in this land; and that the 
community may never be sunk into such depths 
of ignorance as to submit to such imposition.
For the Gambier Observer.
Messrs, Editors—
I have recently read with great 
interest, and I hope, profit, the life of that 
eminent minister of our Church, the late Dr. Be­
dell. Successful in a very high degree in his 
ministry, the record of his views, plans, feelings, 
and actions cannot but be deserving of the most 
careful study on the part of those who are aim­
ing rightly to discharge the duties ofthe sacred
He had seldom, however, preached in Phila­
delphia, upon what are termed the “distinctive 
principles” of the Episcopal Church, finding so 
much more pressing calls for his time and efforts 
in teaching the great principles of the Gospel 
which are indispensable to man s salvation, and 
desiring first to build up his people in the ac 
ceptance and love of these. * * * * *
That the time, however, had come for a more 
decided exhibition of these points of distinction 
when his own health failed and his ministry clos­
ed, we have no doubt. And this seems to have 
been, at that time, bis own impression and plan, 
for he had commenced a course of sermons up­
on this class of subjects,which bis failing health 
never allowed him to deliver or to complete.— 
He referred to this fact in a conversation with 
one of his brethren in the ministry but a few 
weeks before his death. That gentleman thus 
relates it in a letter to Mrs. Bedell:—
“The conversation was quite free, and turn­
ed upon the state of our Church separately con­
sidered, and as it stood in relation to other de­
nominations of Christendom. He observed 
that the situation of the latter was truly critical 
and alarming ; that they were riven and distract­
ed; and in a state of anarchy, division and de­
generacy; and that their external constitution 
and character did not offer promise of their im­
proving and growing better. He thought that 
Episcopalians had the strongest reasons for 
loving and advocating their Church, but more 
especially bad cause to be harmonious and unit­
ed ; that the matters which had hitherto been 
the occasion of bickerings and misunderstand­
ings should be passed over and forgotten; and 
our united aim and effort should be, to preach 
Christ and extend the Church. lie said, like 
many who thought and acted with him, he had 
for years said littlu —— •*»« poculinrirtfcs of the 
Church; but the period had arrived when they 
should be taught and preached. While many 
in their preaching had given them too much 
prominency, he had given them too little; but 
the state of the times seemed to require it.— 
These had now changed for the better, and the 
same foundation for difference did not exist. He 
then added, very emphatically, if God spares 
my life, I intend delivering a course of sermons 
on Episcopacy this coming winter. This, course 
lie informed me, he had then in preparation.
STATE OF RELIGION.
Reports from many quarters and different de­
nominations of Christians, represent the gene­
ral state of religion in our country to be less fa­
vorable than it has been for many years. The 
number of conversions in most churches is small 
and Christians are not duly engaged, or pro­
perly affected by the apathy of the uncon­
verted world. This is a melancholy and alarm­
ing fact, and all should exert themselves imme 
diately to apply the remedy. Let us repair to 
the closet, and there ascertain and confess the 
faults which have affected our spirituality. Let 
us pray for the unconverted world around us, 
and use all the means in our power for its con­
version. While we are resting in our privileg­
es, are discussing the best means for remote and 
future benefits to our fellow creatures, they are 
passing on to death—and soon our opportuni­
ties and theirs will be forever at an end. Let 
us then 4 work while it is called today, for the 
night cometh in which no man can work.*—Epis. 
Recorder.
OUR TABLE.
The late Rev. Rowland Hill of London, hav­
ing preached on one occasion in a Baptist Chap­
el where the Lord’s Supper was to be observ­
ed, was after the sermon going to take his place 
at the table, but was respectfully told4* YOU 
cannot sit down at OUR table.”—He only re­
plied calmly, “ I thought it was the LORD’S 
table!”—Christian Int.
HISTORICAL.
From the Church Advocate.
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH IN THE U. STATES. 
NO. II.
History of the Church from the Revolution to the year 1800. 
At the commencement of the struggle be­
tween the colonies and the mother country, the 
condition of the Church,although far from flour­
ishing, was more promising than at any earlier 
period. In Virginia, the number of clergy 
was above an hundred, in Maryland and 
the southern provinces it probably exceeded 
fifty; and in the colonies to the northward 
and eastward of Maryland it was not much less 
than eighty. As yet, however, the ministra­
tions of religion were confined to the districts
immediately bordering on the seacoast; for 
the interior of the continent remained a path­
less wilderness, tenanted only by savage beasts 
or still more savage men. But when the colo­
nies were actually separated from Great Britain 
the destruction of the Church appeared almost 
inevitable. A few years nearly overthrew the 
work which had been slowly carried forward by 
the exertions of a century and a half; and, had 
not Omnipotence interposed, the ruin would 
have been complete. The fostering hand to 
which the American Church owed a long con­
tinuance of care and protection, was withdrawn, 
and the Propagation Society no longer render­
ed its accustomed aid. Many of the clergy 
were left thus entirely destitute, and some were 
obliged to betake themselves to secular employ­
ments for support. In the northern States, the 
clergy generally declined officiating, on the 
ground of their ecclesiastical connection with 
the liturgy of the Church of England. In the 
south, many worthy ministers, conceiving them­
White, the Cranmer of the American Chur~J 
then President of the Convention, and now,^ 
his 89th year, the presiding Bishop, contributed 
much towards the settlement of difficulties, ant] 
the first Convention was concluded with a de. 
gree of harmony greater than, under existing 
circumstances, could have been anticipated.-^ 
During the Convention, the articles of union 
were ratified which had been proposed in the 
informal meeti ng at New York. An ecclesiasti. 
cal constitution was likewise framed which pro. 
vided for a convention of the Church in each 
State and also for a triennial General Conven­
tion, consisting of a clerical and lay deputation 
from the several States. Considerable altera­
tions in the Prayer Book were also proposed, of 
which some were in accommodation to the new 
government of the country, others were expe­
dient as improvements, and a few not only un­
necessary, but improper. Finally, a document 
was drawn up by unanimous consent, addressed 
to the English Archbishops and Bishops, ac­
knowledging the past favors received from 
them through the Propagation Society; declar­
ing the desire ofthe Convention to perpetuate 
in America the principles of the Church.of Eng­
land; and requesting the prelates to conse­
crate to the Episcopacy those persons who 
should be sent with that view from the United 
Slates.
This address was forwarded to the Archbishop 
of Canterbury through the American minister 
John Adams, afterwards the distinguished Pre­
sident. Early in 1786, an answer was received 
signed by the two Archbishops, and eighteen 
ofthe 24 Bishops of England, in which they 
declared their wish to comply with the request, 
but stated that they must delay measures to 
that effect until they should have become fully 
acquainted with the alterations proposed by the 
Convention. A letter soon after arrived from 
the two Archbishops expressing their disapprov­
al of several alterations, but stating that they 
expected to obtain an act ot Parliament, under 
which, if satisfaction should be given, they would 
feel at liberty to consecrate for America.
In consequence of the receipt of these commu­
nications two special General Conventions were 
held in 1786, in the course of which the consti­
tution framed in the preceding year was adopt­
ed with some amendments, a second address 
was directed to the English prelates, and sever­
al objectionable alterations in the Prayer Book 
were removed. It also appeared that Dr. Pro- 
voost had been duly elected to the Episcopate 
for New York, Dr. White for Pennsylvania, and 
Dr. Griffith for Virginia. The two former em­
barked for England in November in the same 
year, and on the 4th of February,1787, were con­
secrated according to an act of Parliament by 
Dr. Moore, Archbishop of Canterbury, and soon 
afterwards returned to America. Dr. Griffith 
was prevented by domestic circumstances from 
prosecuting his intended voyage, and tendered 
his resignation to the Convention by which he 
had been elected.
The triennial Convention assembled again in 
1789, and was followed by a special Convention 
in the same year. During these sessions the 
constitution formed in 1786 was reviewed and 
new modelled. The principal feature now given 
to it was a distributioninto two houses, one con­
sisting of the Bishops, and the other of the cler­
ical and lay deputies. Bishop Seaburv and the 
northern clergy attended on this occasion, and 
a permanent union of the Church was happily 
consummated. The Prayer Book was arranged 
as it now stands with the exception of a few mi­
nor alterations, and the addition of some occa­
sional services. The canons were also establish­
ed in a form which still continues substantially 
the same; and the year 1789 must ever be con­
sidered an important era in the history of the 
Church.
In the year 1790 the Rev. Dr. Madison of 
Virginia, was consecrated Bishop of that Dio­
cese, by the Archbishop of Canterbury. The 
canonical number of Bishops necessary for trans­
mitting the English succession was now com­
plete, and accordingly Dr. Claggett was conse­
crated in New York as Bishop of Maryland; in 
Philadelphia Dr. Smith, of South Carolina, and 
Dr. Bass of Massachusetts; and in New Haven 
Dr. Jarvis of Connecticut after the decease of 
Dr. Seabury in 1796. In the meantime a cir­
cumstance occurred which is worthy of notice. 
In 1791, Bishop White received a letter from 
Dr. Coke, a superintendent of the Methodist 
connexion in America, proposing a union be­
tween that society and the Church. Dr. Coke 
stated his motive in this proposal to be an ap­
prehension that he had gone farther in separa­
tion than Mr. Wesley had designed. Mr. Wes­
ley himself, lie was sure, went farther than he 
would have gone, if he had foreseen some events 
which followed. Dr. Coke’s plan, however was 
impracticable: and although a prudent answer 
was returned by Bishop White, the negociation 
was soon broken off.
At the termination of the 18th century, the 
Church was completely organized and was grad­
ually recovering itself from the tremendous 
shock sustained during the revolution. Its 
members had learned in some measure to rely 
on their own resources, and its ministers were 
suported in some instances comfortably by the 
voluntary contributions of their flocks. Yet the 
number of clergy little exceeded 200; and these 
were widely scattered through the country bor­
dering on the Atlantic. No great enterprises 
were undertaken because a hard struggle was 
necessary to maintain the ground already oc­
cupied. It was reserved for another century 
to witness the rapid developement of the ener­
gies of the Church, and the consequent increase 
of its number, its piety, and its zeal._____ _
ECCLESIASTICAL^
CONSTITUTION
Ofthe Protestant Episcopal Church in the Dio­
cese of Ohio.
ARTICLE I.
This Church, as a constituent part ofthe Pro­
testant Episcopal Church in the United States 
of America, accedes to and adopts the Consti­
tution of that Church, and acknowledges >» 
authority accordingly.
article ii.
There shall be a Convention of the Church 
in this Diocese on the Friday, next after the 
first Wednesday, in September, of every yean 
unless otherwise provided by a preceding Con­
vention, and at such place as shall, in like man­
ner be provided. But if the place should not
selves bound by oath to support the govern­
ment of Great Britain, refused to enter upon a 
new allegiance and quitted the country. By 
an unjust decision, the lands possessed by the 
Propagation'Society in Vermont were confiscat­
ed, and applied to the purposes of education. 
An equally unconstitutional sentence, obtained 
through the united efforts of sectarians and in­
fidels, despoiled the Church in Virginia of its 
glebes, and even of its houses of prayer; while 
in addition to all these calamities, Episcopalians 
in general became subject to unmerited and 
cruel political prejudices. Most of their church- 
es were destitute of worshippers; their clergy had 
departed, or were left almost entirely without 
maintenance; no centre of unity remained, and 
no ecclesiastical government existed.
Yet the members of the Church did not de­
spair. They recollected the promise of their 
divine Head, and felt assured that the gates of 
hell could never prevail against the principles 
which they professed. Accordingly soon after 
the cessation of hostilities, several gentlemen em­
barked for England, and applied to Dr. Lowtli, 
then Bishop of London, for orders. As the Bi­
shop could not ordain them without requiring 
an oath of allegiance inconsistent with their 
American citizenship, he applied for an act of 
Parliament allowing him to dispense with requi­
sitions of this sort. In the meantime, however 
the Church of Denmark manifested a more gra­
tifying readiness to supply the wants of Amer­
ica. The Bishops of that kingdom declared 
their willingness to ordain Episcopal candidates, 
on the condition of their signing such of the 
thirty-nine articles of the Church of England as 
are purely theological. This well intended 
offer was declined. The British Parliament con­
sented to the request ot Bishop Lowth, and 
the candidates obtained their commission from 
that Episcopacy under which the American 
churches had been planted.
The scattered condition of the Church ren­
dered it necessary that some bond of union 
should be created, which should prevent the 
adoption of varying measures, and secure the 
unity ofthe congregations and clergy that remain­
ed. Proceedings to this effect w ere accordingly 
commenced in Connecticut and Maryland in
1783, in Pennsylvania and in Massachusetts in
1784, which resulted in the framing of sundry 
articles of agreement among the respective cler­
gy of these several States. But the first step 
towards the formation of a collective body of 
the Church in the United States was taken in 
May 1784, by a few clerical gentlemen of New 
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, at a meet­
ing held in New Brunswick, N. J., in reference 
to a society for the relief of the widows and 
children of deceased clergymen. On this occa­
sion, it was determined to procure a larger 
meeting for the purpose of agreeing on some 
general principles of union. Such a meeting 
was accordingly held in New York on the 5th 
ofthe ensuing October, and although the mem 
hers composing it were not vested with powers 
adequate to the present exigence, they happi­
ly laid down a few general principles to be re­
commended in the respective States as the 
ground on which a future ecclesiastical gov­
ernment should be established. These princi­
ples were approbatory of Episcopacy, and of 
the Book of Common Prayer; and provided for 
a representative body of the Church, consisting 
of clergy and laity, who were to vote as dis­
tinct orders. There was also a recommendation 
to the church in the several States, to send cler­
ical and lay deputies to a meeting to be 
held in Philadelphia on the 27th of September 
in the following year.
In the meantime the Rev. Samuel Seabury, 
formerlya Missionary on Long Island, had been 
elected to the Episcopate by the clergy of Con­
necticut, and had proceeded to England for 
consecration. Not meeting with success in that 
country, he’liad applied to the Bishops in Scot­
land, and had there received the apostolic sue 
cession. In the beginning of the summer of
1785, he returned to America and entered on 
the exercise of his new function. Thus, at length, 
an American Bishop had been obtained; and 
the Church, in one state appeard in a complete 
form. But what was necessary in Connecticut 
was equally necessary in other regions, and al­
though Episcopalians generally respected the 
new Bishop, and few alleged any thing against 
the validity of his Episcopacy, they still thought 
it most proper to direct their views towards that 
country from which they derived their origin, as 
a people and as a Church.
On the 27th of September, 1785, the first 
General Convention was held in the city of 
Philadelphia. Seven States were represented, 
viz : New York. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and South Caro­
lina. The Church had been thrown entirely 
on its own resources, like an infant deprived of 
the sympathy and guidance of a careful parent. 
It might therefore be expected that many crude 
opinions would exhibit themselves in this as­
sembly, and that little unanimity would prevail 
in regard to the course necessary to be taken in 
future, lhe former was actually realized; the 
latter was providentially averted. In the north 
the ideas of Churchmen on the subject of Epis­
copacy, were generally correct and well defined. 
This may be ascribed to their frequent collis­
ions with the dominant body of congregational 
dissenters. In the south, where Church gov­
ernment had not been so much a subject of 
controversy, many singular views existed. In 
Maryland, for instance, and else where, the doc­
trine was held, that a Presbyter possesses all 
the powers of.a Bishop, excepting those of Con­
firmation and Ordination. Again, it was a com­
mon opinion of the middle States that the lai­
ty ought to be allowed to sit in Convention with 
the clergy. I his was defended as a natural 
consequence of the principle of following the 
Church of England; and it was pleaded that in 
no other way could a substitute be provided for 
the parliamentary sanction to legislative acts 
of power. On the other hand, it was main­
tained, that the admission ofthe laity to an ec­
clesiastical synod was incongruous with every 
idea of Episcopal government. This latter sen­
timent was held by Bishop Seabury and his 
clergy, in common with the Episcopal Church 
of Scotland. Some again were anxious to de­
fer all measures towards the organization of 
the Church until a regular Episcopate had been 
obtained; while others were ready to establish 
an ecclesiastical system under the control of
Presbytersalone,untilBishopscouldbe procured. 
The moderate and conciliatory measures of Dr.
be appointed by the preceding Convention, it 
shall be determined by the Bishop of the Dio­
cese; or in case of a vacancy in the Episcopate 
by the Standing Committee. The Bishop, with 
such clergymen and lay-delegates as shall at 
any time be duly assembled in Convention shall 
constitute a quorum, provided that in case of a 
vacancy in the Episcopate or of the absence 
of the Bishop, such clergymen and lay-dele­
gates as shall duly assemble,constitute a quorum, 
but in the latter case only so far as to adjourn 
to the next day, when if the absence of the Bi­
shop continue, the business of the Convention 
shall proceed.
ARTICLE III.
The Convention shall be composed of Cler­
gymen and Laymen. The Bishop and every 
Minister of this Diocese, canonically in charge 
of a congregation in union with this Conven­
tion—or employed as a Missionary under the 
ecclesiastical authority of the same—or regu­
larly engaged as an instructor in any incorpo­
rated seminary of learning, or who is prevented 
by age and infirmites from the public services 
of the ministry, shall be members of this Con­
vention, provided they can show that they have 
been for at least six months in the Diocese as 
above required. Each regularly organized 
Church or congregation in canonical union with 
this Church, shall send to the Convention one 
or more lay-delegates, not exceeding three, 
unless when two or more congregations or 
churches are united under one vestry, when 
delegates, as above provided, may be sent from 
each. The delegates of each congregation or 
church shall he entitled to one vote only. No 
person under ecclesiastical censure or process, 
shall be entitled to a seat in the Convention. 
ARTICLE IV.
The Bishop shall have power to call special 
Conventions when lie may judge it important to 
the good of the Church; or when applied to for 
that purpose by the Standing Committee, and 
in case of a vacancy in the Episccpate, or the 
continued absence of the Bishop from the Dio 
cese for six months, the Standing Committee 
shall have power to call a special Convention, 
and shall do so if applied to for the purpose by 
any five Presbyters or Vestries of the Diocese. 
article v.
The Bishop shall preside in the Convention 
and shall open or cause it to be opened with 
prayer. It' there be no Bishop present, the 
Convention shall he called to order by the Se­
cretary, and shall electa President from among 
the Presbyters.
ARTICLE VI.
At every Annual Convention, after a viva 
vace nomination, a Secretary shall be chosen 
who shall remain in office until the next annual 
Convention. His duty shall be to take minutes 
and record all proceedings of the Convention 
to attest its public acts -preserve its records —to 
notify the parishes of the times and places of all 
stated and special Conventions, and faithfully 
to 'deliver into the hands of his successor, all 
books and papers relative, and belonging to, 
the Convention, which may be in his charge. 
ARTICLE VII.
Officers of the Convention, Delegates to the 
General Convention and members of the Stand­
ing Committee shall be elected by joint ballot 
of the Clergy and Laity, and a majority of votes 
shall be required for an election. In case of a 
failure or omission to elect any officers or annu 
al committee, the persons last elected shall con 
tmue to serve till others be chosen. Elections 
by ballot may be dispensed with by a unanimous 
vote of the Convention.
ARTICLE VIII.
The Standing Committee shall be chosen at 
each annual Convention and shall consist of 
three clergymen who are Presbyters, and of 
three laymen who are communicants in some 
church in the Diocese. The officers of said 
Committee required by the 4-th Canon of the 
General Convention, shall be appointed at their 
first meeting. Any three of the Committee the 
whole being summoned, provided one be a 
Presbyter, shall be a quorum for the transaction 
of business when convened at the request of the 
Bishop. At all other meetings, a majority of 
the members shall be necessary to a quorum. 
It shall be the duty of the Secretary of this com­
mittee to keep a faithful record of all proceed­
ings in a book provided for that purpose; to pre­
serve the originals of all papers or letters ad­
dressed to the Committee, to attest their acts 
and to deliver to his successor all books and 
papers which in virtue of his office may have 
been committed to him. The minutes of the 
Committee and all papers in their hands relative 
to the Church, shall be subject to the examina­
tion of the Bishop and of the Convention. Va­
cancies occuring in the Committee shall be sup­
plied by vote of the remaining members. 
article ix:
The Election of a Bishop of this Diocese 
shall be made in an annual Convention; or in a 
special Convention called for that purpose at 
least sixty days before the time appointed, the 
object being stated by notice in writing and 
sent by the Secretary of the Standing Commit­
tee to every clergyman and vestry of the Dio­
cese. The election shall be conducted as fol­
lows;—The clergy shall vote by ballot for some 
suitable person for the office of Bishop. Two- 
thirds of of the clergy present shall determine 
the choice. A nomination thus made, shall be 
communicated to the lay-members, who shall 
proceed to vote by ballot whether to receive or 
reject it, two-thirds of whom shall be necessary 
to confirm the election.
ARTICLE X.
[The clergy and lay delegates in Conven­
tion, shall deliberate in one body, and shall vote 
as such on all questions not otherwise provided 
for; except when a vote by orders is called for 
by five members. In such a case the concur­
rence of both orders shall be necessary to give 
validity to a measure—and on every question 
the votes of a majority of those present or, if 
required by five the votes of a majority of those 
present of the two orders respectively shall de­
cide.
. ARTICLE XI.
The mode of altering this Constitution shall 
be as follows—A proposition for amendment 
shall be laid before the Convention in writing, 
and if approved, shall lie over till the next an­
nual Convention, and if then approved by two- 
thirds of the two-orders voting separately the 
change shall take place, and the Constitution 
thus altered shall be obligatory.
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Kenton College Missionary and Education Socie­
ty.—This Society held its anniversary meeting on New- 
year’s night in the College Chapel. The report, which was 
full of interesting matter, was read by Rev. Prof. Fitch, 
and addresses were delivered by Bishop Mcllvaineand 
Mr. .Lounsberry. A collection was then taken up which 
amounted to eighty five dollars. Had the meeting been as 
large as was expected, the sum would have been much 
greater. Many were prevented from attending by circum­
stances beyond their control. We trust such will be affor­
ded an opportunity at their residences to contribute of their 
store, " as the Lord hath prospered them.”
Manual Labour.—A few years ago a Society was for­
med for the encouragement of manual labour in Colleges, 
and an Agent was appointed immediately to further the 
object proposed. This Agent visited nearly all the litera­
ry institutions in the country, lectured, collected statistics, 
returned home, and published a long report which was 
widely circulated and well received. Since that time we 
have heard nothing more of the Society. Is it in exis­
tence? Have its members considered their work done and 
disbanded,or have they concluded their scheme impractica­
ble and given it up, or again, still regarding the enterprise 
feasible, have they come to the conclusion that it cannot 
be advanced by the means which they employed? We 
should like to know how this matter stands.
From the day we first heard of the manual labour plan
we have judged most favorably of it on several accounts__
If it can be carried out, it will extend the privileges of a 
college education as widely as those of the common school 
are now enjoyed. Any able-bodied young man of compe­
tent mental abilities can get and deserve a regular diploma. 
And while it proffers the honors and attainments of a grad­
uate to every one who has a thirst for knowledge, it checks 
that disposition to rush into the learned professions as the 
only callings fit for Collegebred men, which we regard as 
one of the evils of the times in connexion with education. 
It is thought that a classical education is thrown away if 
not employed to prepare for medicine, law or divinity. The 
notion arises partly from the habits, and partly from the 
sentiments, which a college life engenders. No regular 
employment tor the body being furnished, indolence creeps 
on by degrees, and by the end of the course, though the 
mental habits formed he of the most active, and steadily 
active kind, there is a strong disinclination to corporeal la­
bour. The honorable occupations of the farmer, the me­
chanic and even the merchant, are consequently avoided as 
unsuitable, and the professions sought as the only proper 
sphere. It is plain that the operation of this system is 
i either to restrict the blessings of a thorough education to 
a few, or so to overstock the professions that thej will be­
come a nuisance, and that manual labour, by creating or 
preserving amongst college students active bodily habits 
has a direct tendency to rectify the evil. lie that during 
his College course has labored his three hours daily, will 
feel no awkwardness, or disinclination, if he should find it 
expedient, to take up a mode of life which requires the use 
of his hands as* much asof his head. He is prepared for both 
alike.
But there are certain sentiments, the too natural growth 
of college life, as usually exhibited, which tend to the same 
point. After a young man has spent four or six years ex­
clusively in study, all the while estranged from bodily labor, 
though, perhaps he came from the plough or the workshop, 
he finds, it may he to his own surprise, certainly to the sur­
prise of all sensible observers, that he has contracted a re­
luctance not only to labor, but also and especially to be seen 
laboring! He was sustained, it may he, through his whole 
course by the hard earnings of toil-worn parents, or by the 
free gifts of those who labored in order that they might 
have the ability to give: and now that his education is 
completed, he is ashamed of the very occupations of that 
love and charity which enabled him to secure the blessing !
We need not show how this sentiment, like the habit of 
bodily indolence, must either limit the diffusion of colle­
giate education, or overstock the learned professions. One 
or the other of these must be the first effect: ultimately it 
will injure the cause of education alone, by fastening the 
conviction on the minds of parents, that it is not worth 
their while to send their sons to college. If a professional 
life must be the life of a college graduate, when the profes­
sions are overstocked, no prudent father will give his son a 
college education. If it is found to unfit his son by the 
feeling of a foolish shame, even for the paternal occupa­
tions, he will of course keep him at home; and will he not 
do wisely ?
We condemn this sentiment here, because it is a bariier 
to education—a harrier which manual labor tends tore 
move. Ought we not stop a moment to condemn it in it­
self, and to speak of it as a moral evil, also removed or pre­
vented in a good degree by the manual labor system ? It 
is an evil. To call it a foible is not enough. The man, 
young or old, who thinks manual labor beneath him, or in 
any way discreditable to himself or any body else, shows 
an unworthy and censurable weakness. Does he not know 
that in the machinery of human society, all the parts ordi­
narily to be found, are necessary, and that if any part he 
more necessary than another, that is it which is made of the 
hone and muscle of hard-working industry? Has lie for­
gotten that he who labours in the field or factory, fills a 
station assigned by the Creator and Preserver of men, as 
really as he who rules a nation; and that in God’s eye they 
are alike respectable, provided only they discharge their re­
spective duties alike well? Does he not see that he is ma­
king light of an ordinance of God, and that, if he declines 
the use of the hoe or the plane, or any other instrument 
when his own circumstances, or those of others related to 
him or connected with him, require it, he refuses to tread 
in the path which God points out, and is treating with 
scorn an occupation for which he was literally made? How 
would his progenitor Adam, who even in the days of inno­
cence wgs put into a “garden to dress it and to keep it,” re­
gard such an one! His predominant emotion, no doubt, 
would he one of pity, and after that, if allowable, con_ 
tempt.
The sentiment here condemed is unworthy of the mind 
embued with any thing like sound philosophy. It surely 
is not philosophy or common sense to look thus only at 
the surface and to regulate our judgment of men or things 
by a mere accident. If a man is labouring from motives 
of avarice, let him be ashamed, whether he is laboring with 
his mind or body ; but if not, let him not be ashamed, nor 
give place for a moment to those who would drive him 
from his purpose. Firmness is due to himself, and them 
and the world at large. Seeing their sentiments to be based 
on error, and if fairly carried out to tend to foster pride 
amongst the rich, and discontent amongst the poor, let 
him not tolerate them for a moment, nor share in the guilt 
of propagating such delusion.
Is it possible for a Christian to partake in this foolish 
and censurable feeling? Possible it is no doubt; but how 
inconsistent, how discreditable! If philosophy oondemns 
it, much more does Christianity. Does the Christian know 
that in indulging this disposition he is confessing himself
‘ashamed of Jesus?” Oh what “empty pride” is this! 
The thought is sufficient, one woud think, to cover the 
face of the guilty disciple with burning blushes. Surely, 
“it is enough that the servant be as his master, and the 
disciple as his Lord.”
But these feelings, whether we regard them as wrong in 
themselves, or pernicious in their tendency, are alike check­
ed by the encouragement of manual labor in literary insti­
tutions. The same is a remedy also for that feebleness of 
body which is too commonly brought on by studious hab­
its. It is an aid also to personal self-government, and is a 
counterpoise to the influence of much study and specula­
tion ; and though at the outset the student will not pro­
gress as rapidly as one who gives himself exclusively and 
wholly to his hooks ; in a trial of years—in the long run, 
we believe that he who unites physical with mental cultiva­
tion, will come out ahead. In a word, whether we take 
into consideration, the life, the intellectual improvement, 
the moral being, or the happiness of the individual; or the 
general influence which it must exert upon society at large, 
we believe that the success of man ual labor in Colleges, is 
one of vital interest, and ought to be earnestly promoted.
Bishop Aylmer.—We know of few deaths recorded in 
the pages of Christian Biography, more impressive than 
that of this singular, and in many respects excellent man. 
His last days, it may be truly said, were “ beautiful exceed­
ingly.” When asked how he felt, he answered, “ I thank 
God, heart whole;” then laying one hand upon his breast, 
and lifting up the other to heaven, he said, “ The glory 
above giveth no room for sickness.” When death was rap­
idly approaching, “Let my people know,” said he, “that 
their pastor died undaunted, and not afraid of death! I 
bless my God I have no fear, no doubt, no reluctation, but 
an assured confidence in the sin-overcoming merits of Jesus 
Christ.” Happy the minister, who at his death, can leave, 
in the letter or the spirit, such a testimony for his flock ! 
Happy the man, whether minister or not, who is preparing 
himself by dying daily to the world through Christ, to die 
at last so triumphantly.
On occasion of Bishop Aylmer’s death, the quaint, but 
poetical Francis Quarles published several elegies. The 
following is one, worth transcribing for its appropriateness 
and spirit:
I wondered not to hear so brave an end,
Because I knew, who made it, could contend 
With death, and conquer, and in open chase 
Would spit defiance in his conquered face—
And did. Dauntless he trod him underneath,
To shew the weakness of unarmed death.
Nay, had report or niggard fame denied
His name, it had been known that Aylmer died.
It was no wonder to hear rumor tell 
That he who died so oft, once died so well.
Great Lord of Life, how hath thy dying breath 
Made man, whom Death had conquered, conquer Death !
A New Relic at Rome.—In the “ Records of a route 
through Prance and Italy, with sketches of Catholicism,” 
by tliat interesting traveller, Wm. Rae Wilson, we find the 
following account of a relic, hitherto “unknown to fame,” 
now exhibited in the holy city. After describing the 
splendid architecture of the church of the Lateran, he 
says, “ There are also other curiosities shown here of a 
more startling kind : Among the rest a marble fragment 
which passes for the identical stone on which the cock crow­
ed at the time of St. Peter’s denial of his Master ! !—Sure­
ly this must be intended by the Catholics themselves as a 
burlesque upon those relics to which their church attaches 
so much importance: if not, it is an instance of fatuity 
which almost exceeds belief.”
Judge Jay’s Book on Slavery, has been published in 
England by the Editor of the London Evangelical Maga­
zine, who proposes with the profits accruing, “to found a 
scholarship in the Theological Seminary at Auburn, N. Y., 
where Dr. Cox is professor, for a colored candidate for the 
Christian ministry.”
Taken at their Word.—At the close of last October, 
the Abolition Society of Maine adopted the following pre­
amble and resolution, viz : “ Whereas it is often said by 
our opponents that slaves ought not to be liberated till they 
are properly educated, and whereas those opponents are 
often complaining that Abolitionists have done nothing to­
wards liberating the slaves, therefore, Resolved, that we have 
liberated as many as our opponents have educated, and pro­
mise to continue to do the same.
This otter has been accepted by a Rev. Mr. Bailey of 
South Carolina. Says he, “ I know not les» than five hun­
dred slaves who are “properly educated,” in my judgment, 
for freedom, and 1 presume my opinion of their qualifica­
tions in this respect, will be admitted.” He adds, •• I have 
no doubt the number, by a little enquiry, may he swelled 
to thousands, and constantly increased.”
Thus is the matter brought to an issue. We shall see 
what will grow out of it. If the Maine Society should 
stand to their challenge, the result will be happy indeed.
The Liturgy among the Australasians.—A Missiona­
ry, witnessing for the first time a congregation of Chris­
tian New Zealanders thus describes the scene.
It is a gladdening sight to see and hear the Natives at 
prayers. Religious worship is generally conducted by a 
baptized Native Christian. Their language conveys in its 
tones something peculiarly devotional. The Confession,! 
the Lord’s Prayer, and other parts of. our beautiful Litur- | 
gy, sound, in the native tongue, really awe-inspiring. Ev­
ery morning and evening, the Chief and the slave, the once- I 
cannibal-warrior, and the smiling babe, are to he found to- 
gether prostrate before the mercy-seat of their God and ' 
Saviour. If any one’s heart wants animating toward Mis- I 
sions, he should witness this sight: if he did not soften, he 1 
must he, indeed, harder than the nether millstone. We 
can now adopt the language of the Prophet: From the ut­
termost parts of the earth hare we heard songs, even glory to the j 
righteous!
The same is the testimony of another Missionary.
It was very gratifying, and I may say truly affecting, to 
hear the native responses, for the first time, last Sunday 
morning. Never in England have I heard any to come 
up to it. All the voices seem to join in, and keep exact 1 
time together, and the language, with pure native pro- j 
nunciation, is really melodious. A marked attention was 
observed during the whole Service. The impression pro­
duced on my mind will not be easily forgotten, though I 
cannot describe it.
Romanism—The state of things in the Roman Catho­
lic states of Germany, indicated by what Dr. Pinkerton 
relates, of a single village, shows the true tendency of this 
anti-christian system. The legends of saints take the 
place of the Scriptures—and idol worship, that of the one 
only and true God. Dr. Pinkerton says “the image kept 
jn the Monastery of Einsiedeln is visited annually by 150,- 
000 pilgrims. Twenty bookbinders are constantly at work, 
to furnish copies of the description of this image, &c. : but 
all inquiries in the town for a Bible or New Testament 
were fruitless; and were met with such replies as the fol
lowing:—‘This book is never inquired after here’_ ‘We
are not permitted to sell such a book.’
“ I left the place without having been able to find a 
single Testament for sale in it, or a single person to aid our 
work.
REPORT OF SCHOLARSHIP & CONDUCT 
of the Students of Kenyon College and Preparatory Schools, 
from November 2&th, 1833, to January 2d, 1836. 
SCHOLARSHIP.
AK 30, BK 33, CK 37, DK 27, f'K 37, BL 38, CL 30, 
DL 27, EL 28, FL 28, GL 35, HM 33,.KM 27, AN 25, 
BN 30, CN 33, DN 25, KO 33, MO 28, PO 36 CO 30, 
h O 40, HO 25, BO 33, MP 27, NP 30, WP 40, DP 40 
FP 28, KP 39, AR 35, BR 34, CR 40, DR 37, ER 3X 
HL 35, ML 38, OL 35, QL 38. SL 27, TL 30, VL 27, 
CM 28, DM 30, FN 30, AM 30, PL 35, FF 30, SD 40, 
ND 40, ID 40, RB 40; AH 33, DH 30, BB 32, DB 25, 
EB 25, EC 35, YC 30, HH 35, DA 35, EH 25, NF 33, 
OD 27, SF 32, XB 23, WB 27, HB 35, NA 35, AA 35, 
BG 27. CC 32, EG 27, EF 30, 11A 15, KB 20, DE 29, 
CA 29, CC 28, AF 30, GE 25, GF 28, BE 30, HG 35, 
LG 29, SG 34, SC 38, BC 27, AE 33, DC 36, ED 26, 
HD 25, EA 38, EE 26, GII 28, CE 30, GB 20, SA SO, 
LA 29, GA 28, MB 35, DF 35, NB 35, LB 29, NC 35, 
VC 40, HC 30, EC 27, AS 37, BS 32, CS 32, DS 28, 
ES 34, FS 30, MS 27, IS 27, JS 34, KS 32, ES 26, MS 
32, NS 25, OS 36, PS 32, QS 30, RS 30, SS 26, TS 20, 
US 28, VS 37, XS 25, YS 35, ZS 30, AT 30, BT 26, 
CT 32, DT 37, ET 28, FT 36, HT 20, IT 36, JT 25, 
KT 35, LT 25, MT 32, NT 36, OT 36, PT 32, QT 25, 
RT 31, ST 28, TT 32, UT 30, VT 28, WT 36, XT 35, 
YT 32, ZT 28, AU 32, BU 30, CU 32, DU 32, EU 30,
CONDUCT.
AK 4, CK 8, DK 12, FL 8, HM 12. AN 12, BN 4, 
DN 40, BO 4, NP 4, DP 12, BR 16, DR 4, OL 4, VL 6, 
CMS, DM12, FN8. AM 12, PL6, SD 12, DH 4, EC4, 
YC 3, EH 1, OD 8, WB 3, HB 3, EG 4, EF 3, KB 3, 
HG 3, HD 1, EA 1, EE 7, GH 7, CE 1, LA 3, Ga 14, 
MB 11, NB 9, 11C 9, EC 12, AS 10, BS7, CS 2, DS 15, 
ES5, FS6, HS 15, IS6, JS4, KS7, LS9, MS6, NS2, 
OS 1, PS 4, QS 13, RS 18, SS 9, TS 3, US 3, VS 8, 
XS 2, YS 8, ZS 9, AT 11, BT 12, CT 12, DT 8, ET 5, 
FT 5, HT 8, IT 3, JT 4, KT 8, LT 8, MT 2, NT 4, 
OT 8, PT 12, QT 18, RT 6, ST 9, TT 3, UT 6, VT 10, 
WT 8, XT 3, YT 2, ZT 4, AU 2, BU 2, CU 3, DU 3, 
EU 1.
Notice.
The Quarterly meeting of the Board of Education and 
Missions of the Protestant Episcopal church in the Dio­
cese of Ohio will be holden in Gambier oa Monday the 
11th of January 1836, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
Those who wish for assistance either as Beneficiaries or 
as Missionaries of the Board must make application in 
writing through the Secretary.
JOSEPH MUENSCIIER, Sec'ry.
Gambier Dec. 2dth 1835.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Kenyon College.—Bishop Mcllvaine, in his address 
at the late Convention of his Diocese, points out very fully 
the inconveniences arising from the union in one person of 
the presidency of the College, and the Episcopal charge 
of the Diocese, and strongly urges the necessity of some 
arrangement by which the Bishop may be enabled to de­
vote himself exclusively to the appropriate duties of his 
office. The incongruity of the office is so great, and the 
disadvantages resulting both to the College and the Diocese 
are so apparent, that we deem it unnecessary to insert the 
reasons by which Bishop Mcllvaine advocates their s :para- 
tion. As matters at present stand the Bishop derives his 
support from the College; to this also Bishop Mcllvaine 
justly objects, and urges that ‘the natural dependence for 
the maintenance of the Episcopate is upon the parishes of 
tiie Diocese.’ It is understood however, ‘ That in whatev­
er changes the parties concerned may consent to, there 
shall remain so much relation between the Episcopate of 
the Diocese, and the management of the College and The­
ological Seminary, as toafford all reasonable security against 
the turning away at any time hereafter of any branch of the 
institution from that distinct and entire subservience and 
entire conformity to the Protestant Episcopal Church of 
the United States, in doctrine, discipline, worship, and in­
terest, on the assurance of which its endowments were given 
and on the continuance of which its great value depends.’
[ Churchman.
Gipsey Refuge.—This singularly degraded race arc at­
tracting the attention of benevolent minds in England.— 
The Christian Sympathy which commenced the labor of 
'ove in their behalf, was found in the bosom of one of the
same sex with her, who, in the same country has been such 
an angel of mercy to the wretched females imprisoned in 
Newgate—Mrs. Elizabeth Fry.
In the proceeding of the British and Foreign Bible So­
ciety we find the following account of the Refuge which 
has been established for Gipsey orphans.
In the beautiful Valley of Shepscombe, a few miles from 
Stroud, a benevolent Lady has opened a Refuge for Gipsy 
Orphans. Great numbers of this wandering and singu­
lar tribe have, for many years, frequented the sequestered 
vales and woods of this “English Switzerland,” as it has 
been termed; and my valued friend has had ample opportu­
nity of witnessing the deplorable state, both bodily and 
spiritual, to which they were reduced by ignorance and 
sin. This misery was, as you will readily believe, most 
conspicuous among the numerous orphans, left totally des­
titute by the early death of their wretclted parents; and it 
was for this class, more especially, that the Christian sym­
pathy of my friend was awakened. She has engaged a pi­
ous and judicious governess; and, although the “ Refuge” 
has been opened little more than a year, thirty six children 
have been admitted, from six to eighteen years of age, and 
from sixteen different counties of England. They are lod­
ged, boarded, and clothed; and carefully instructed in 
reading, knitting, sewing, and house-hold work, with the 
view of qualifying them for domestic servitude. Tlte Di­
vine Blessing has evidently descended on this interesting 
establishment. The expenses are defrayed by the subscrip­
tions of a few friends, and the profits of the sale of two 
or three useful publications; but the means are still inade­
quate.
Such is a slight sketch of the Establishment, to which 
I have ventured to promise a supply of fifty Bibles and 
Testaments; and 1 feel well persuaded that our Committee 
will cheerfully redeem this pledge.
The following circumstances attending the formation of 
this Refuge will be interesting to our readers.
My attention of late has been directed to the Gipsies, 
who encamp about two miles fiom us. I have been to the 
wood, and find them very ignorant, that is to say, not more 
than one in twenty can read, out of all whom I have met 
with. I have been induced, from this circumstance, to at­
tempt the establishment of a Gipsey Boarding-School for 
their female children. I have received two girls of the 
ages of fifteen and sixteen: neither of them could tell a let- 
er; but they are teachable and obedient, and are getting 
on. I found the parents willing to leave them with me, 
on my promising that (hey should be properly fed, decent­
ly clothed and lodged, and taught to read, sew, knit stock­
ings, and plat coarse straw during the summer months__
It was done as an act of faith on the providence of God.
I had no funds, but I have riot been without encourage­
ment since; and I am thankful 1 made the attempt. 1 
visit the wood once a week, and, when I can get a Minis 
ter, have a sermon preached to them.
One little incident wiil be interesting to your Commit­
tee. One Gipsey camp contained about ten in family. I 
asked, “Can vou read?” “No.”—“Your wife?” “No.” 
“Any of the children?” “No.”—“Have you a Bible or 
any other book?” “No.” After a little conversation the 
old man said, “Ma’am, I carries something very good 
about me, though 1 can’t read it. I always carries it close 
to me, because 1 loves to have something good about me.” 
Drawing a little nearer to the old man, he put his hand 
in his bosom and took out a pocket-book, which he opened 
very carefully. I anxiously looked to see this precious 
something, which I fearfully anticipated was a kind of 
charm or incantation; when, to ray great surprise, after 
unfolding several pieces of paper, he put into my hands a
Handbill of yours, “Art thou a sinner_ a great sinner?
does conscience fly in thy face, and tell thee so? then, I have 
a message from God unto thee." I can hardly tell you the 
feelings of pleasure which filled my mind: the opportuni­
ty was too valuable to be lost; and, seating myself on the 
baggage, while all the family were looking at the pa­
per in my hand, I said, “I will read it to you, if you will 
listen:” this they did, with serious attention; and, thus, 
from your little Handbill, which they had somewhere ob­
tained, the Gospel was proclaimed to them—the way of 
misery and the way of mercy made known—and these poor 
wanderifig Gipsies urged to flee from the wrath to come. 
I should have added, that he also had Part 3. of your 
“Divine Songs for Cottagers,” folded up with the Hand­
bill; from which I read the hymn, “Come, ye sinners poor
and wretched,” which we sung under the shade of the 
trees, while the wood echoed back the sound, proclaiming, 
“Not the righteous, not the righteous—sinners Jesus came 
to call!”
Here was an encampment of three families—about 
twenty souls; only one could read; and, in the absence of 
Bibles and ail other books, and the living voice, (for the 
Sabbath is to them as all other days,) your little Hand­
bill was the only teacher, the only spiritual guide, to di­
rect them to the Saviour.
Episcopacy Examined, &c.—After much unusual delay; 
this volume, containing the controversy of Bishop IL U. 
Onderdonk and the Rev. Albert Barries, is at length pub­
lished and readv for delivery. It forms a neatduodecimo 
of 275 pages. The table of contents comprises the follow­
ing heads: “Introduction_ Tracts, ‘Episcopacy tested
by Scripture’—Postscript to ‘Episcopacy tested by Scrip­
ture’— Appendix, Notes to ‘Episcopacy tested by Scrip­
ture’—Timothy an Apostle_ Review of ‘ Episcopacy test­
ed by Scripture’—Answer to that Review—Essay on the 
question, When did Paul place Timothy over the Church 
at Ephesus? Second Review of ‘Episcopacy tested by
Scripture, &c.—Answer to the Second Review_ Review,
from the Biblical Repertory, of ‘Episcopacy tested by 
Seriptuie’—Answer to the third Review—Dissertation on 
the False Apostles mentioned in Scripture.” Thus the 
reader will find both sides of the question discussed in a 
compendious form, and probably in a more satisfactory man­
ner than has ever been done before.— Churchman.
Doing Good.—A friend writes that the students of our 
General Seminary, last year, distributed 700,000 pages of 
religious Tracts, and this year will distribute 1,000,000. 
It is believed that every student is engaged in some Sunday 
school, the whole number being connected with about 30 
schools in the city of New York. Two years since, a Sun­
day school was established, by one of the present Senior 
class, about three miles from the Seminary- It how num­
bers between 500 and 600. A Church has been organiz­
ed—some 45 confirmed—a chapel erected, and a minister 
settled. All thisfrom a Sunday school. Another Church 
was oiganized recently under similar circumstances, called 
Calvary Church.
Should not Christians he thankful and pray for our The­
ological Institutions, that God would pour into the hearts 
of our future ministry, large measures of his grace, even 
now, while preparing for their work----Chris. Witness.
Letters have been received in Philadelphia from Messrs. 
Tracy and Parker, at Singapore, containing very encour­
aging intelligence. Seven Chinese were applicants for 
baptism.—S. <S. Jour.
SUMMARY.
Most Destructive Fire.—This city, yesterday so proud 
and prosperous, is to-day shrouded in gloom. The judg­
ments of God have fallen- upon it. May all the inhabit­
ants learn righteousness.
The most destructive fire that this nation ever suffered, 
commenced its ravages in this city on Wednesday evening, 
about half past eight o’clock, and had not ceased at noon on 
Thursday. It broke out in the store of Comstock & An­
drews, No 25 Merchant street, near Pearl, and in half an 
hour there was a sheet of flame spread over al! the region. 
The cold was so severe, and the first progress of the tire so 
rapid, that the engines were of little avail to check it. We 
visited the scene in the morning, and contemplated with 
awe the conflagation of a greater amount of property than 
all that has been burnt in the United States in many years. 
About five hundred of the largest and richest stores in the 
city are burnt. The fire has spread over nearly the whole 
space bounded by Coffee House slip, Wall street to Broad, 
Broad street to Pearl, Pearl street to Coenties slip, and 
down Coenties slip to the river; or more particularly: 
South street, from Wall to Coenties slip, about 40 stores. 
Front street, same to same, 70 stores. Water street, same 
to same, 7b"stores. Pei.rl street, from same nearly to Broad 
street, about 90 stores. Merchant street, all, 31 stores. 
William street, from Wall to Hanover square, 43 stores. 
Wall street, south side, from William to the river, 30 stores 
and the Merchants’ Exchange. Exchange street, all, 31 
stores. Exchange place, both sides, from Pearl nearly to 
Broad, about 38 stores, and Dr. Matthew’s chnrch. Stone 
street, from William nearly to Broad, 40 stores. Hano­
ver Square, all.
The offices of the Daily Advertiser, American, Journal 
of Commerce, and New-York Gazette are burnt. The 
editors of the Times removed their printing materials.— 
The Post Office iu tlifc basement of the Merchant’s Ex­
change, having timely warning, we believe was removed 
without much loss into the custom house in Pine street. 
The other occupants of the Exchange had sufficient time, 
and we presume also removed their property.
No estimate of the expense can be relied on. It reck­
ons by tens of millions. Whether it is twenty or thirty or 
sixty millions, none can tell. It must doubtless bankrupt 
every insurance office in the city, and probably break many 
banks. The whole stock of the Fire Insurance Company 
in the city is hut ten millions, and the hank capital but 
twelve. The yearly revenues tf the nation would be lost 
in the giflph of this ruin. The springs of business—the sin­
ews of defence, the fountains of charity—all are gone. No 
mind can trace out the extended influences, the multiplied 
individual calamities, in our own and in foreign countries, 
which will follow from such a prodigious and sudden anni­
hilation qf property. Never, before, was it so clearly seen 
among us, that riches take to themselves wings and fly 
away.
It is feared that many lives are lost; but the particulars 
cannot be ascertained. By three o’clock, P. M., our 
police had every inch of room at their disposal crammed 
with persons taken up for attempting to pilfer the goods 
that were exposed.
The Journal of Commerce and Daily Advertiser saved 
their hooks and most of their property. The Post says:
“We have reason to believe that, however, formidable 
the present fire appears, it will not bring such general ruin 
upon individuals as many would be apt to imagine. Much 
of the stock of our insurance companies is owned by peo­
ple in other states, and there is an elasticity in the state of 
business as always conducted in this city, which, however, 
serious the present losses, will in a short time, it is believ­
ed, restore things to their usual channel.”—N. Y. Evan. 
From the Cincinnati Journal and Luminary.
Convention of Teachers at Columbus, Ohio, January 12th,
1836--- I’he Ohio Branch of the ‘ College of Professional
Teachers,’ at the close of the last meeting of the Parent So­
ciety. resolved to bold a Convention at Columbus, on the 
13th of January 1836 the exercises wiil commence at 11 
o’clock, A. M., in Dr. Iloge’s Church. Several lectures 
on the important subject of improved and general education 
will he delivered by .some of our most talented Professors. 
Professional Teachers, and others friendly to science and 
education are invited to attend.—Newspapers friendly to 
our plans are respectfully invited to give the notice as ex­
tensive a circulation as they can.
Elijah Slack, I Executive 
Alex. K-inmont, $ Committee.
Drunkenness.—An officer of high rank states that in tha 
West Indies, almost entirely from rum, 450 men out of 
1000 of. his regiment were buried in four months in 1801. 
Captain Hart Davies, in twenty years service, does not re­
collect three cases of crime in the army not originating in 
drunkenness, which certainly gives rise to ninety -nine out 
of every hundred punishments. Nine out of ten of the 
American vessels frequenting the port of Liverpool sail 
without ardent spirits on board, and the crews are perfect­
ly satisfied with the change—Hell's Messenger.
There are three sisters residing near Hastings, of the 
ages of 106, 104, and 103, al) in good health. One of the 
ladies has a son aged 80. A fourth sister died two years 
ago in her 101st year.
The Religious Telescope of Circleville, Ohio, edited by 
Rev, Wm. R. Rinehart and dedicated to the interests of 
the ‘United Brethren in Christ,’ has recently come out in 
favor of the cause of Abolition.
Tuio Days Later from France.—The packet ship Utica, 
De Peyster, arrived on Monday from Havre, her day of 
sailing was the 25th of Nov., she however put back and 
sailed again on the 1st ot December. Our papers are to 
the 30th inclusive, two days later than we received via. 
England. We have seen a great variety of private letters; 
they are all decidedly pacific, and express a conviction that 
there will be no war. All agree that Mr. Barton had made 
the demand in the most acceptable manner, and that the re­
plies were of a corresponding tenor. The note of Mr. 
Livingston, being anterior in date to the declaration re­
quiring explanations,could not be received as thcexplanation 
required. lhe prevailing sentiment appeared to he, that 
as the French Government took offence at the message of 
the President, so the message this year w ould be sufficient. 
—N. Y. Evangelist.
POETRY,______
From the Pittsburgh Conference Journal. 
THE crucifixion.
BY It. O. BROOKS, A. M.
The morning sun,
In splendor bright,
Gilt Salem’s towers 
With living light,
And streak’d the fair etherial blue 
With tints of gold, and purple hue;
Earth bloom'd in loveliness and grace,
And rob’d in smiles was Nature s face.*
But soon the fading sun grows pale, 
Queneh’d are his beams o’er tower and vale.




The bursting tombs 
Disclose their dead:
The saints forsake 
Their earthly bed;
And midnight gloom 
Veils earth and skies,
For, “Lo! the God 
Of nature dies.”
JUVENILE
From the Sunday School Visitor.
THE PEACEFUL END.
March II, 1835.—1 have just returned from
the death-bed of my young friend Henry----- ,
aged 19.—And does God always vouchsafe such 
peace to his servants at last? is death always 
disarmed of his sting? is that dark hour always 
illumined by rays from heaven ? if so, “ let me 
die the death of the righteous, and let my last 
end he like his.” “xMark the perfect man and 
behold the upright, for the end of that man is 
peace.” From childhood he had knelt around 
the family altar, had been dedicated to his Ma­
ker in baptism, was taught to hallow the Sab­
bath, and to perform moral duties, I presume 
from Christian principles. At an early age he 
came forward and acknowledged his baptismal 
covenant in the rite of confirmation. From this 
time his religious character began to display it­
self. He had publicly professed his faith in 
Christ, and he did indeed adorn it. A few 
months after receiving confirmation, he knelt at 
the table of the Lord,thereby receiving strength 
to walk worthy of his high vocation. He remain­
ed a member of the Sunday school until he be­
came a teacher: there .at his post he was always 
found. Money he could not give to his Sa­
viour, for he had it not: but he early came to 
the determination to devote himself in the 
Christian ministry. With this design, he relin­
quished a lucrative employment and threw him­
self upon the bounty of his friends for assist­
ance. Through his minister he was partly pre­
pared to enter college, intending to take advan­
tage of the Scholarship Society. For the last 
year lie was employed as lay-reader at the alms­
house. During the heat of summer, after Sun­
day school employment and the services of the 
Church, he has walked a mile to read service 
and a sermon to these unfortunate beings. “ He 
was never weary in well-doing.” In winter the 
service of the Church was relinquished for this 
purpose for half of the day. As clerk in a 
store, his employers pronounced him faithful in 
all things. He had personal beauty and amia­
ble temper, respectable talents, and pleasing 
manners, that had won the hearts of all that 
knew him. But now God “had tried him and 
he was found faithful.” He is probably made 
“ ruler over many things: he has entered into 
the joy of his Lord.” Attacked by the scarlet 
fever, he lingered three weeks upon a bed of 
sickness, expressing great patience; but his 
work on earth was done; he was no longer to 
suffer temptation and sorrow. Every expres­
sion of sympathy and kindness was paid him by 
his numerous friends; his beloved pastor watch­
ed often beside him during his illness, at last 
dosed his eyes, and assisted in preparing him 
for the tomb. But I wish more particularly to 
describe the last scene of his life. “ The cham­
ber where the good man meets his fate, is pri­
vileged beyond the common walks of life, 
quite in the verge of heaven.” The Rev. Mr. 
came in about nine o’clock, and expressed his 
conviction that he was dying. We all enter­
ed the room. Before he had been restless and 
uneasy, he now became perfectly calm and col­
lected. The spirit was triumphing over bodily 
suffering. “Though I walk through the valley 
of the shadow of death, thy rod and thy staff
comfort me,” said Rev. Mr--------- - “He said
to me, ‘God bless you, I am going home.’ ‘I 
trust you are willing.’ ‘Perfectly,’ he said with 
emphasis. ‘ Thy will be done on earth as ’tis in 
heaven.”
Minister. ‘ I know that my Redeemer liveth, 
anfkjhough after my death, worms destroy this 
bod}\yet in my flesh shall I see God.’” Hen­
ry earnestly prayed, in the language of the lit­
urgy, that God would receive him into heaven, 
not for any merits of his own, hut for the sake 
of Jesus Christ. This prayer was repeated sev­
eral times. Disclaiming all righteousness, he 
clung to the cross alone.
Minister. “ Whosoever liveth and believeth 
in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live.” 
“God bless you, dear father,” he said : “ Moth­
er weep not as those that have no hope,”— 
“ Pray for yourself, dear Henry,” said Rev. Mr.
------. He prayed that we might all meet in
heaven. “ For our, minister, grant, Lord, that 
he turn the hearts of the disobedient to the wis­
dom of the just, and that turning many to righ­
teousness, he may shine as the stars for ever in 
thy kingdom.” He seemed somewhat exhaust­
ed.
After repeating some of his favorite hymns, 
the communion was administered. In the con­
fession he joined audibly. His voice failing, he 
was unable to speak distinctly afterward, but 
appeared sensible to the last; turning his head 
to hear the passages of Scripture and hymn that 
were repeated to him : and without a struggle, 
his pure spirit left its earthly tenement It was 
*SCL* 1 * * * * * *.C °,f thrilling interest, about which memo- 
nuer'nr m Ways love to linger- I saw the con- 
his armor,aand Ro^oh 011"8 soI(J'}'r .t.hrow dow"
were about ns® and’S Irbeheve an&eIs
soothe our wounded Comforter came t0 
say, Thy will be doneP *r,’ tO teach U,s ali t0 
fered must he effectual, ir pra>’ers then of- 
mourn as those that have no d,° ,nOt
cd minister will surely turn man» • ,beIov' 
ncss, he will often be found bv A'ghteous* 
of sickness, he will teach the ignorant, 2? 
he afflicted, persuade the sinner, and be hin^
self a meet temple of the Holy Ghost, and we 
shall all meet in heaven and talk of the commu­
nion of saints on earth. I. S.
THE DOG.
‘Get out of the way,’ said little Edward to 
a poor old dog, as he gave him a kick on his 
side.
‘ O, for shame,* said his mother; ‘ do not kick 
old Nero.’
‘He is only a dog, mother,’ said Edward, 
‘and he is always lying in the way.’
“ Poor old creature ! He is almost blind and 
cannot see you coming in time to get out of your 
way. I cannot bear to see you cruel to ani­
mals, especially when they become old and 
helpless. Dogs, too, are such faithful creatures 
that they always should be treated with kind­
ness. I have heard of many instances of the 
watchfulness and affection of dogs, and I will 
relate to you a fact of which a gentleman of 
London was witness, as he was travelling on the 
outside of a mail stage. It was a dark night, 
and, as the mail was travelling at the usual rate, 
a dog barked incessantly before the leaders, 
and continued to do so for sometime, jumping up 
to the heads of the horses. The coachman fear­
ful of some accident, pulled up, and the guard 
got down to drive the animal away. The dog 
ran before the guard, and then returned to him, 
making use of such peculiar gestures, that he 
was induced to take out one of the lamps, and 
follow the dog. After doing so, for one hun­
dred yards, he found a farmer lying drunk 
across the road, and his horse grazing by the 
side of him. But for this extraordinary saga­
city and affection of the dog for his master, the 
coach would, most probably, have been driven 
over the body of the sleeping man.
‘God is very kind in giving us so many use­
ful creatures. And it is great ingratitude to 
Him to treat them cruelly.
‘ Cruel children are not like God ; for the Bi­
ble says, ‘ He is good to all, his tender mercies 
are over all his works.’
' Poor old Nero is one of the works of God.— 
He has watched our house for us, and many a 
time barked with his might,when he heard steps 
near it at night.
‘ Now he is old we must take care of him.
‘A good boy will never kick even a dog.— 
Landmark.
TEMPERANCE.
THE VILLAGE GRAVE YARD.
Had the reformation from the use of ardent 
spirit commenced sooner in our country, much 
of domestic SufFerillg might have been prevented 
and many respectable and happy families have 
been saved from poverty and disgrace. The 
influence of the one dire evil, intemperance, has 
been felt in every village and hamlet through 
out the land; and scarce a family that has not 
had reason to mourn its withering influence. 
As one passes through the grave yard of our 
own little village; he will notice, here, the bu­
rial-stone of apromisingyouth, who, by a course 
of dissipation and folly not only procured for 
himself.disease and early death, butalso brought 
down the gray hairs of his parents, with sorrow, 
to the grave.
That low pile in the extreme corner of the 
yard without a stone to tell who slumbers be­
neath is the resting place of Ensign Little who, 
in moderate quantities taken three times a day, 
“ drank up” his good constitution, and his ele­
gant farm, leaving his wife and eight children to 
beggary and wretchedness. Hungry, disheart­
ened creatures they were always ragged,and ne­
ver at church or school. Mrs. Haskell visited 
them, on a chilly winter’s morning soon after 
the Ensign’s decease. It was about ten o’clock. 
She found them shivering over a little fire, in 
which they were roasting some potatoes for 
breakfast. They had no other food in the house. 
‘ Ah, madam,” said the mother, “you cannot 
think how hard it is to get along when there are 
so many to feed. The great mug of toddy will 
hardly go round in the morning so that every 
one tnay drink a little.”
Mrs. Haskell, whose husband was deacon in 
the Church, and a good man, who now eschews 
all use of strong drink, entreated her not to give 
the children toddy in the morning; but she did 
not admonish her not to drink it herself for 
she knew it would be in vain at that time, and 
perhaps prevent her from listening to her ad­
vice respecting the children; and beside that, 
the deacon, at that time, was in the practice of 
taking a glass before dinner, in moderation.
At this time, Mrs. Little is in the poor house; 
the four eldest boys are either deceased, or 
wandering, as forlorn vagabonds, over the face 
of the earth; the three next children sickened 
and died with the measles, for which spirit was 
freely administered. Thus a once worthy and 
prosperous family was reduced to poverty, and 
hurried to an untimely grave, or made a by­
word and a reproach, by the use of ardent spi­
rit. Ensign Little lived despised, and died un­
lamented.
Not far from the grave of Ensign Little is the 
grave of Huldah Brewer, who used to live in a 
little hut, in the pine wood, At the foot of the 
mountain. She had a cross, intemperate hus­
band, who never provided any thing for his 
family but Indian corn and potatoes. Very 
rarely had they a sufficiency even of this food, 
and not unfrequently were they entirely desti­
tute. The spring from which they obtained 
water was nearly a half a mile from their hut, 
and there was nothing but the tea kettle to bring 
it in ; so that, when Huldah was unwell, and had 
nothing to eat or drink, her only resource was, 
to send the elder children out to beg, or to pick 
whortleberries for the younger ones She her­
self would take a very small draught, just enough 
to keep her from fainting, from her husband’s 
rum bottle, which he ventured to leave at home 
thinking she would never taste it; and to say 
the truth, she did dislike it; but whern she found 
it comforted her heart, by making her forget 
her troubles,she forgave it the unpleasant flavor 
and gradually learned to relish it.
When it was noised about that both the pa­
rents had become intemperate, the children 
were removed from home and placed in decent 
families. Brewer ran away, and his wife was 
sent to the poor-house; but her health was wast­
ed, her heart was broken, and there is her 
grave. Robert, the eldest of her children, is 
growing up a very excellent young man. He 
lives at Deacon Haskell’s, and works well on 
the farm. Indeed, he always did behave well
and used to console his mother in her affliction, 
telling her that, when he grew to be a man 
she should be kindly taken care of. But the 
next child, Elizabeth, a gentle, «ad-look.ng 
little girl, had suffered so much from want and 
exposure that she died very early. Her grave 
is beside her mother.
There is one man in the village whose grave 
has not yet been made; but the winds of an­
other autumn will sigh mournful y over it when 
the place that now knows h.m shall know him 
no more forever. It is Jonathan D.lmore, who 
was once his father’s pride and h.s mother s joy. 
Had they known how to educate him properly, 
he might still have continued them pride. He 
was one time the best scholar in our school, 
can remember he was always at the head of t le 
first class. It is very long since, and his fame 
has nearly perished. This is probably the last 
record of it.
It was the firm opinion of Captain Dilmore 
and his wife, that a moderate use of ardent 
spirit is essential to the preservation of health 
in this unfriendly climate; and that it is asuie 
protection from nearly all the diseases to which 
poor mortals are subject. Accordingly, though 
they were excellent and temperate people, the 
grand preventi ve and remedy, was daily ad­
ministered to each one of their numerous fami­
ly for different but highly important reasons.
To the elder it was given because “they were 
out in the air a great deal and it was necessary 
to shield them from the cold,” or the heat, or 
the damp, whichever happened to prevail. Io 
the little ones it was given “ to keep off diseas­
es, and to make them sleep well.” The ser­
vants had it “ because they could do more 
work with it than they could accomplish with­
out it.” The whole family regarded it as a com­
mon friend.
Still they were regarded by all their neigh­
bors as eminently temperate. No one of them 
drank to inebriation, or took even a little with­
out some good excuse for doing it. To some 
of the family, however, the custom proved ulti­
mately injurious : and it was the sudden and 
hopeless destruction of one. Asa Collins, “the 
only son of his mother, and shea widow,” was 
at one period addicted to intemperance. Not’ 
that he ever took more than “ a little,” but he 
could not, like many others, “ take a little” with 
impunity. A very small quantity was sufficient 
to render him, for the time, perfectly delirious; 
and once, in the phrenzy of drunkenness, he 
struck his mother. The remorse and agony 
which succeeded this outrage were terrible. He 
implored her forgiveness, and gave her his word 
of honor, that he never in any shape whatever, 
would taste the delusive poison. During a 
whole year, ho kept, promise, and “ the Wl- 
dow’s heart was glad.”
At the close of a year, Asa went to live with 
Captain Dilmore. The terms of agreement were 
very favorable to the young man; for he was 
very capable, and the Captain thought himself 
very fortunate in securing his services at any 
price. The first time the “ great mug” was 
handed to Asa, he declined partaking it. The 
Captain urged, but he positively refused. “My 
good fellow,” said the Captain, in the real kind­
ness of his heart, “ a little spirit is necessary to 
defend us from the cold and heat, and the sud­
den changes of our climate. A man cannot la­
bor constantly without it. I abhor intemper­
ance,but I never keep any one in my house who 
will not take stl'Mle." So saying he again of­
fered him the mug.
Asa hesitated; but the Captain, placed it in 
his hand. A few hasty thoughts passed through 
his mind. “ What would his mother think if 
he were to break his promise? What would 
the workmen think, if he were to refuse to taste 
a little?” They were all looking on waiting 
for his decision. Ah! had he but looked above 
in that hour of temptation! But he did not.— 
Pride and shame prevailed over principle, and 
over his pledged honour to his widowed mother, 
and he drank. “ IIow good it was! He never 
would again decline.”
This was his last mental struggle. From that 
time he waited impatiently forthe eleven o’clock 
potation, which he soon found quite insufficient 
and he was under the necessity of keeping a 
bottle for his own use, “ the captain found 
them so little.” His habit of intemperance 
was now confirmed: and he shortly after quit­
ted his work and his place, returned to his home 
was seized with a brain fever, and died, follow­
ed in a few weeks by his broken hearted mo­
ther. Their graves are on the northern slope 
of the church-yard hill, and were erected by 
the only surviving daughter and sister, who re­
tains, with her mother’s little farm, her utter 
detestation in every form, even of the smallest 
quantity of distilled spirit.
“ Poor fellow!” said Captain Dilmore, at Asa’s 
funeral : “ he had a good heart: but it is strange 
that men will ruin themselves by the immoder­
ate use of a good thing. We should learn from 
this sad event, to‘be temperate in all things; 
and let him that thinketh he standeth take heed 
lest he fall.” “ What a pious man Captain 
Dilmore is!” said Colonel Titeomb. “ He has 
the scripture at his tongue’s end, and he is as 
temperate as he is pious.”
It was delightful to witness the order and so­
briety of Captain Dilmore’s household, and, 
Sabbath after Sabbath, to hear the good father 
solemnly admonish all within his control to be­
ware of the crying sins of the day—“vanity, 
lying and intemperance.” But the happiest 
families are subject to vicissitude; and a heavy 
cloud at length broke over this one. It came 
from “ the store,” in the shape of a large bill 
for brandy, wine, &c. which were alleged to 
have been consumed at the said store, by the 
beloved son and heir, Jonathan, who was now 
just entering his twenty-second year, and had 
always stood very high in the estimation of his 
parents.
I he Captain and his wife were deeply morti­
fied. It was an established rule at their house 
that every thing purchased at the store was to 
be paid for at the time it was procured. This 
rule had ever before been strictly observed; 
and now, “ to be presented with a 6ZZZ to so 
large an amount, and above all, for such articles 
and their eldest son the transgressor—it was too 
wounding, I here was no necessity that the 
boy should have done so: for he always had 
plenty of spirit at home, —as much as he need­
ed, and as much as the rest had; and, with the 
excellent lessons on temperance, which were 
weekly sounded in his ears, how could he have
FU?t iT iSUC » an. account at the store!”
“ rather, said Jonathan, “you know that
to
spirit is a good thing, and essential to health 
our cold climate. You have accustomed me 
its use from my childhood. I have always use 
it moderately, and never was intoxicated in my 
life, and never intend to be. I cake itsometimes 
at the store, because there is such a pleasant 
company there: but now lam of age, I shall 
earn money, and pay for it myself.” And so he 
did. But he soon fell into habits of inebria­
tion; for he found that his good name was lost: 
and she who loved him best and longest, Cap­
tain Gale's youngest daughter, was obliged to 
<rive him up to the dominion of his appetite.
Every means has been tried to effect his re­
formation; but, although strong hopes have at 
times been cherished, they have all ultimately 
failed; and he is now dying of a slow consump­
tion, induced by repeated exposure to night 
damps and immoderate indulgence in strong 
drink. Captain and Mrs. Dilmore have, at last 
joined the temperance society, and the destroy­
er is expelled from their dwelling; but the little 
children are occasionally heard to beg for 
“drink,” when they see the well-kown “great 
mug;” and the older ones will sometimes go to 
the store with a few cents, to purchase “what 
they have been accustomed to use from their 
childhood.” Early habits are not easily eradi­
cated.—Southern Temperance Star.
MISCELLANY.
From the London Morning Herald.
CONGRESS OF SOVEREIGNS.
Toplitz, Sept. 2G__ At the close of my letter, this morn­
ing, 1 mentioned the arrival of the Emperor of Russia.— 
He came in, as I have stated, without any retinue, having 
travelled all night, and he was received in tbeYnost compli­
mentary manner by the Austrian Emperor, who went out 
to meet and conduct him to his Chateau in his carriage.— 
The meeting of the two Sovereigns was, I am told, appar­
ently -very affectionate, and I suppose they kissed each 
other, as I have seen all the other royal personages who are 
here doj at the first interview; but history for the present 
must omit the certainty of that important fact. The Em­
peror of Russia, who is always playing a part, and affecting 
to court popularity, while in reality he avoids it, was not 
half an hour in his chamber when he went into the streets 
of Toplitz with only one attendant, and walked about the 
town, gardens, and the bath, like a good citizen who came 
to enjoy his ease. He is certainly a very fine young man, 
over six feet in height, fair, and with a good eye and Ro­
man nose, which gives him a striking and bold expression. 
He has a strong likeness to the Emperor Alexander, who 
will be so well remembered in England, but is a finer man. 
The whole courtly personages were in a bustle to visit him, 
and the palace rung for the rest of the day with the bustle 
of complimentary calls. The Empress, who travelled more 
slowly, did not reach till night fall, and the manner in 
which she was received was highly flattering to her, and 
most pleasing to be witnessed by a stranger as indicative of 
the simplicity which accompanies high birth. I lie Em- 
peror of Austria and Empress, bearing of her arrival, le.t 
tl.e great salooq, descended the grand staircase, passed 
through a long open corridor, and met her at the castle 
gate just as the carriage drew up.
They were followed by all the royal and noble persons 
then composing their society, and the Emperor of Austria 
leading the Empress of Russia, and the Emperor of Rus­
sia paying the same courtesy to the Empress Marianne, 
pas cd through the courtly line of military uniforms and 
full dressed dames, and conducted them to the apartments 
which have been so magnificently fitted up for their use — 
The Empress of Russia, daughter of the King of Prussia 
is a pretty, but not a handsome woman.—She was very 
plainly dressed, and her manner had more of style in it than 
the other ladies whom I have seen on this occasion, and 
who, almost without exception, fall short of that high carri­
age which distinguishes the English nobility.
The King of Prussia arrived about the same time, but in 
a much more private manner. Hearing that, he was ex­
pected, and that great preparations were made to honor him 
on the celebrated battle ground of Culm, 1 went out to 
witness what was going on. Triumphal arches had been 
raised in several parts of the road, and two pyramids of 
arms, composed of muskets, pistols, and sabres taken in 
the action, and Ornamented with the Bohemian, Austrian, 
and Prussian colors, were constructed at the meeting of the 
two roads from Dresden, it being uncertain by which he 
might come; and a crowd of persons connected with the 
town had assembled to do him honor, he being a great fa­
vorite here—but the good old King gave them the slip, and 
stepping from his travelling carriage into a little drosky, 
equivalent to a Brighton fly, accompanied by M. Anciilon 
drove into Toplitz like a private person, and, avoiding the 
populace, passed to his usual apartments, from whence he 
had ordered pyiviously the sentinels to he removed. The 
good old King is now quite at his ease, without state, which 
lie detests, and he will resume his usual walks to-morrow, 
mixing among the people, and desiring not to be noticed 
by them. He is short and stout, with a care-worn face, 
indicative of the vicissitudes of his life, and he appears to 
suffer from the effects of a severe wound in the leg, which 
he received some years ago, and which might have been
J fatal if the waters of Toplitz had not been successfully ap- 
i plied. It is for that reason, and the necessity that he should 
still use them, that he is so attached to this place; and I 
am told by those about his person, that the change which
J takes place in his manner on crossing the Bohemian fron 
| tier is truly wonderful. At Berlin the King is not happy
the populace are unquiet, and the exigencies of the country 
are incessant; but here, in every face he sees that of a friend 
and he is delighted to lay aside Royalty, and place himself 
on an equality with the world. The soldier who shows the 
monuments at Culm, told tne that every year the King call­
ed on him at his cottage, shook hands with him, and, with
; a bounty inquired for the health of his family. It was at 
his desire,they say, that Toplitz was selected for his reunion 
and it is his intention to remain here three weeks after the
I other Sovereigns leave.
. The bittle-field of Culm is an interesting scene, and I 
J intend going over it in detail on the day when a grand ma­
noeuvre in imitation of the action will take place, all the 
troops in the neighborhood being ordered to assist. There 
are two monuments on the ground, one a simple obelisk
I raised by the Prussians to the memory of the dead, and 
bearing the brief inscription of “a grateful country to its
i brave defenders,” and the other a large square column, 
erected by the Austrian Army to the Prince Coleredo 
Mansfield, who commanded the first day, and was killed in 
the second fight. It bears a variety ot inscriptions com- 
| tnemorative of the event, and it is shown by a fine hale ve •
, tcran who was wounded in defending the General, andgot 
this place and a pension for his services. His cottage, close 
by the monument, is the picture of comfort, as ha is of 
military neatness. His hair and whiskers are white, but 
! his bluff complexion shows that the old fellow has many 
i years in store. In his gray frock coat, black stock, white 
breeches, and black gaiters, standing ever as at the word at­
tention, he is the beau ideal of the Austrian soldier, and no 
bad representative of Corporal Trim.
Advantages of Life Insurance.—The following ex­
tract from the monthly report of the N. York Life Insur­
ance and I rust Company, illustrates in a striking manner 
the advantages of the custom of Life Insurance to the com­
munity generally, but particularly to those persons of lim­
ited income who may afford to expend a small sum annual­
ly, by doing which they can insure to their families the re­
ceipt of a larger sum in the event of their decease.
New York, Dec. 1, 1335.
Ihe offices paid the last month two losses, one occurring 
by the death of the Rev. William McMurray, Pastor of the 
Reformed Dutch Church, Market Street New York. lie 
had been insured three years, and had paid the office $625-
«•’ I=^,d°W and admi»iistratix has received from this
office $5090.
The second loss accrued by the death of Hammond Wal­
lis, type founder, New York; he had been insured three 
years, and bad paid the office $131 20. His brother and 
administrator has received from the office $3,000.
Punctuality._A mechanic promised to do a piece of 
work for me at a certain time—it was not done—he bad 
forgotten it, but promised to do it by ten oelock the next 
day. I called again; it was not done- ‘Could not possi­
bly get it done. Discharged him and left what he had 
done towards it on his hands. 1 engaged another mechan­
ic to do the same piece of work at a certain time I call 
ed at the time—it was not done. I discharged him—
These mechanics had violated their word, disappointed me 
(by which I sustained loss in money and in time,) and lost 
a customer. much for want of punctuality.
1 went to another mechanic. He promised to do tb6 
work at a certain time. I called for it at the time—itWa$ 
ready for me. This<nan enjoyed the consciousness of has. 
ing kept his word, performed his contract, and done jUs.' 
tice to his customer, by which he secured not only my,ort 
in future, but my good will, which gained him many more 
customers. So much for punctuality.
It is hut ten years since the occurrence of these things, 
and during the interval I have marked the progress ot these 
three mechanics. A crisis towards which the affairs of all 
three had been gradually approaching has just been reach. 
ed> The two first have lost their business, their little pro. 
perty has been squandered, they have lost their characters, 
and their large and helpless families are suffering for th9 
necessaries of life. It you would know their persons, seek 
for them in the grog-shops—their names, seek for them 
in the records of insolvency. The last has retired with a 
comfortable independence to a large farm—is blessed by 
his family admired by his friends, and possesses the good 
will of all.
Worth Trying__ In an English miscellany we find
the following-.—The danger of being suffocated by smoke, 
to which persons are exposed who enter premises on fire; 
may be effectually obviated by tying a wet silk hankerchief 
single over the lace. A gentleman who lately tried the 
experiment, was enabled to remain in a roo,n whjch was 
on fire, in a dense smoke, and worked a small engine until 
lie succeeded in extinguishing the flames.
The Four Great Sources of Health.—The preser­
vation of health mainly depends on early rising, temper, 
ancein eating and drinking, exercise,and cleanliness. These 
important advantages are distributed between the rich and 
the poor in a tolerably fair proportion, which may account 
for the apparent equability in the length of life, between 
two states so seeemingly opposite, in respect of those ad­
vantages, which might be thought to conduce to the en­
joyment of health and long life. The poor have early rising 
which is of the very first consequence. From this,the rich 
often exclude themselves, because they have no obligation 
to compel them, and because they go to bed too late. The 
humble and scanty diet of the poor which they so much 
deplore, is yet of advantage to their health ; though, it is 
true, as they work hard, they could often bear more sub­
stantial diet than they can generally procure. But the op­
posite state of the rich is much more prejudicial to health, 
Their luxurious living, and comparative want of exercise, 
vitiates the blood and humors, and lays the foundations of 
various complaints. Froan not being able to afford suppers 
the poor enjoy sound rest, the want of which is so much 
complained of by the rich. But tlie poor injure themselves 
materially by the use of intoxicating drinks of too inferior 
quality to justify their use. The rich use wines and other 
rich drinks too frequently, and they eat more than is ne­
cessary or proper, ai d that generally of things so artificial­
ly prepared, that the simple or nutritous qualities are to a 
great degree lost.
Of exercise, which is allowed by all as indispensible for 
the preservation of health, if the poor have sometimes more 
than enough, the rich, who from their sumptuous living 
require more, can scarcely he said to take any. I his is a 
heavy draught upon the sources of longevity.
But it is in cleanliness that the rich have inappreciable 
advantages over the poor. The word has too extensive a 
meaning to be considered under all its bearings, in this 
concise sketch; besides it usual signification, personal clean­
liness is of the greatest advantage to the health, and is much 
neglected by some orders of society—but there are other 
serious disadvantages to which poverty, or want of means 
subjects many—want of changes from wet or damp clothes, 
had shoes—humid and crowded apartments. These ara 
some of the consequences of the privations of the poor, as 
to cleanliness and comfort, from which result coughs and 
many complaints, that would preclude them from old age, 
were it not for their early rising, simple diet, and exercise.
“ Cleanliness,” says Volney, “has a powerful influence- 
on the health and preservation of the body.” Cleanliness 
as well in our garments as in our dwellings prevents the per­
nicious effects of dampness, of bad smells, and of contagi­
ous vapours- Cleanliness keeps up a free perspiration, re­
news the air, refreshes the bloody and even animates and 
enlivens the mind: Henct we see that persons, attentive 
to the cleanliness of their persons and habitations, are gen­
erally more healthy and less exposed to disease than those 
who are negligent of it; and it may moreover he remarked, 
that cleanliness brings with it, throughout every part of 
domestic discipline, habits of order and arrangement and 
decency.
A temperate diet has always been attended with the best 
effects. A regular attention to this practice is the only in- 
fallible nostrum for the prevention of disease. It is some-/ 
times essential for those who are under the necessity of 
having their minds always on the watch, to be extremely 
temperate; hence the gallant defender of Gibralter, (Elliot 
Lord Heathfield,) lived for eight days during the siego‘ 
taking only four ounces of rice per day as solid food. Dr. 
Franklin, when a journeyman printer, lived for a fortnight 
on bread and water, at the rate of ten pounds of bread per 
week; and he found himself stout and hearty with this di­
et. A respectable magistrate has related of himself, that 
at the age of seventy he was free from every bodily com­
plaint, and had never paid five shillings a year for medicina 
which he attributed to his having restricted himself to four­
teen ounces a day of solid food. And the number of in­
digent people who have lived to a great age, is a proof of 
the justness of Lord Bacon’s observation, that intemper­
ance of some kind or other destroys the hulk of mankind; 
and that life may be sustained by a very scanty portion of 
nourishment. An eminent British army physician, (Dr. 
Jackson,) on this subject says—“ 1 have wandered a good 
deal about the world, and never followed any prescribed 
rule in any thing; my health has been tried in all ways; 
and by the aids of temperance and hard work 1 have worn 
out two armies, in two wars, and could probably wear out 
another before my period of old age arrives. I eat no ani­
mal food, drink no wine, or malt liquor, or spirits of any
h"nCt’nJ7Ca!ri"° fannte’’ -?nd neither regard wind nor rain, 
heat nor cold, where business is in the way.” Such is the 
protecting power of temperance---- Christian Glenner
Ohi«
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